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Campus to Comply With Federal Law
Trinity College
Just Says No
1 By DANIEL SCANLAN
News Writer
Earlier this month, members of the
Trinity community received a letter from
President Tom Gerety addressing new
Federal legislation which affects the drug
and alcohol policies of educational institu-
tions.
In the August 27 message, Gerety stated
that Triity is now required to certify that it
has "implemented a program to prevent the
unlawful possession, use, or distribution of
illicit drugs and alcohol by students and em-
ployees." The letter did not explain how the
administration plans to accomplish this
program, although Gerety did elaborate in
the letter that "The College will inform
students and employees on an ongoing basis
about the dangers of drug abuse."
For many, the message seemed myste-
rious and quizzical, since Triity has sup-
ported an anti-drug and -alcohol policy for
many years, as published in the Handbook.
"Why send the letter? I'm required to issue
such a statement every year," stated Gerety
in an interview.
He stresses that the letter did not repre-
sent any drastic departure from the policy of
past years: "What we've been doing for
years out of conscience the government is
now making us do by force of law."
According to Gerety, the new legisla-
tion could enable the Department of Edu-
cation to perform spot checks to ascertain
whether the school is in compliance. If the
federal government found Trinity in viola-
tion of the law, it could penalize the Col-
lege by revoking all governement funding.
Trinity received approximately $2
million during 1989-90 from the federal
government — hundreds of thousands of
which was in the form of financial aid to
students. The Department of Education
alone provided $750,000 to the college last
year, according to Comptroller Marcia
Phelan Johnson,
In reference to the recent modifica-
tions of the alcohol policy, Gerety called
them part of "an ongoing, incremental proc-
ess" to encourage responsible drinking.
He went on to say, "The sheer excess of
alcohol drunk on campus is a real concern
of mine...It's not the law that's at issue; it's
your whole life—that' s what I'd like to tell
people."
Please turn to page 3 Where'sPaulLynde??? Deborah R«wn squareoffSaturday's"Trinity Squares" heldintheCave. Seestoryp.3.
IFC Seeks Student Input On Policy
Council Hopes to Change Face of School's Fraternities
1 By T.M. ZAHAREVICH
News Writer
The Interfraternity Council is
joining the lead in the search for
defining the role of social drink-
ing at the college. Recent modifi-
cations of the alcohol policy and
restrictions on social gatherings
has led to an examination of the
impact of mid-week parties on the
campus and the general feeling
about them.
Brought about by this past
summer's changes in the mid-
week policy, the IFC hopes to be
able to determine whether these
changes reflect a general college
attitude, and if not, to work with
the college in reevaluating the
changes.
The IFC was formed by the
Greek-letter organizations with
the intent of working with the
faculty and the college commu-
nity in a comprehensive manner.
As a representative body com-
prised of two memebrs from each
fraternity and sorority on cam-
pus, the IFC works to solve mis-
understandings that concern the
Greek system.
One of the IFC's many chal-
lenges this year is to gauge the
• attitudes of students and adminis-
trators toward fraternity parties
and to reconcile the various inter-
ests.
According to IFC President
Christopher Shafer '92, "We are
hoping to get the college feeiing,
to understand what the general
college commmunity thinks...we
would like to know what the fresh-
man in Jones thinks as well as the
senior in Northam. And we are
trying to work both with the
administration and on our own to
present something we can all live
with."
Shafer, along with the van-
Twin Victories: Halperns,HaydenWin at Polls
HBy JAYAKASIE
Letters Editor
Upperclassmen had the op-
portunity to choose their class
officers for the current academic
year last Wednesday, and the
seniors responded with an impres-
sive turnout at the polls.
Approximately 66% of the
senior class voted in the elections
which saw Robin Halpern '91
defeat a large field of presidential
candidates. Her brother, Andrew
Halpem '91, was elected vice-
president and Seana Hay den '91
was chosen as senior class secre-
tary.
The junior class saw David
Shapiro '92 and Karen Isgur '92
run uncontested for president and
secretary, respectively. In an
extremely tight race, however,
David Bagan '92 narrowly de-
feated Anne Weeks '92 for the
vice-presidential slot.
The sophomores re-elected
all three incumbents: President.
Craig Woerz '93, Vice President
Jeff Dempsey '93 and Secretary
Chrissy Hewitt '93. Approxi-
mately 35% of both the sopho-
more and junior classes voted in
the elections.
Assistant Director of Alumni
Relations Susan Kinz organized
the elections, and was pleased
with the turnout of the senior
class. "I was overwhelmed," said
Kinz. "Two-thirds of the senior
class voted - and that's an out-
standing figure."
Kinz said also that the first
task of the new presidents is to
lead the class committees, and
she expressed optimism for their
new plans. "They were formed
six years ago," according to Kinz,
"for the purpose of building each
class' identity."
"Now, each class committee
is trying to look more at planning
culturally and intellectually enrich-
ing events." Kinz noted that the
events are funded both by the
Student Government Association
and by individual class funrfrais-
ing.
"The class committees will
also work on developing relations
between each class and the Hart-
ford community," she said.
According to Kinz, within the
next few weeks each set of class
officers will invite their classes to
join the committees. She urges all
who are interested to contact her at
the Office of Alumni Relations.
ous fraternity presidents, was
notified this past July of the rul-
ing against mid-week alcohol
parties and open containers of
alcohol on campus. Shafer ques-
tions the motives behind these
modifications of the alcohol pol-
icy but admits that the fraternities
themselves are a part of the sys-
tem that has been abused,
The lack of solicitation of
student opinion on these changes
has the IFC concerned whether
the administration understood all
of the oppportunities open for
interaction with students and
routes that could have been taken.
Qneproposalthatcouldhavebeen
implemented, brought forwardby
IFC Representative to the Stu-
dent Governement Association
Mike Schildkraut '92, is the es-
tablishment of a Greek Peer
Review board. The goal of such
a program would be self-policing
by the fraternities.
"One of the IFC's key roles
is to promote or facilitate rela-
tions between the Greek system
and to provide a forum for ideas.
One of the things we had done
last semester was to provide a
newsletter to all of the admini-
stration to let them know what
each individual fraternity has
done," stated Shafer.
The IFC hopes that these
efforts make fraternities more
visible outside the realm of par-
ties and social affairs and looks
forward to eliciting input from all
groups concerned.
• •
INSIDE THE
TRIPOD
OThe Tripod's "College
Life" section, which is
taken for the most part
from the USA Today
College Network, takes
it on the chin in the Opin-
ion pages for being "Lite
News and is accused of
containing "McNewspa-
per" articles. Page 2.
II At long last the infa-
mous "On The Long
Walk" feature makes its
return after a two issue
hiatus. Page 8.
MHard times have fallen
on Burma as the one year
anniversary of the rise of
the military junta rolls
around, as the junta has
"ruthlessly suppressed
pro-democracy demon-
strations.." Page 10.
D Without exception,
Trinity's athletic teams
took their opponents to
the cleaners this week-
end. Football beat a weak-
ened Colby squad by
thirty-five points, while
both Women's and Men's
Soccer won on Saturday
as well. As if that wasn t
enough, the Field Hockey
team felled Tufts and
Bates, and the Water Polo
team defeated Colby and
Bates. Women's Tennis
split against Conn. Col-
lege and Tufts. Back
page.
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Opinion
A PROGRESSIVE PROPOSAL
What is the result of progress?
Seniors have witnessed a number of changes on
campus during their three plus years. The Ferris
Athletic Center has increased dramatically with new
weight rooms and (soon) squash courts, the English
house has doubled in size, and the Smith Faculty and
Alumni House and New Academic Building have
risen from stratch.
But with all these new esoteric changes, has the
college improved? The interdisciplinary minor is a
program with fewsupporters, the alcohol and parking
plicies have appeased no one, and the alternative
social programming option is minimal at best.
So where does the college stand? The school
itself is much better looking on the outside, but many
problems simmer just below the surface.
One of these problems can be seen in the current
state of student-faculty relations. With the high
turnover rate of the faculty and the desire on the part
of professors to continue research, the students have
become a second or even third priority of some faculty
members.
The Dean of Students' Office serves as the chief
liasion between the students and faculty and
administration. They understand what student life is
like as they live within fairly close proximity of campus.
The same cannot be said for a majority of the
professors. Granted, they have their own lives and
we ours, but it should not be the case that "never the
twain shall meet."
The low student/faculty ratio, which is one of
the chief selling points of this "small liberal arts
school," should mean more than just small classes. It
should also include a strong interaction between
students and faculty.
An effort must be undertaken to bridge this
ever-widening gap. Perhaps some faculty members
should stick around one night and see how we live
rather than just hear us complain about it.
We at the Tripod tried to do our part. Before the
first issue, a memo was sent to the faculty asking for
a short column about an issue relevant to campus life
to be written by any faculty member. In three weeks,
only one mention has been made to us about any
interest.
Aesthetic changes are fine, but progress should
involve internal as well as external change. It seems
that an effort on the part of the faculty as well as the
students could achieve a great deal in the name of
progress.
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Are Trinity Students Above The Law?
To The Editor:
Finally, the infamously apa-
thetic Trinity student body is get-
ting involved. We are writing
letters,having meetings, and plan-
ning sit-ins. What is all this about?
Civil rights or the environment?
No, the issues that have ultimately
elicited a reaction from Trinity
students are those that apparently
affect us more directly and drasti-
cally: the new alcohol and park-
ing policies.
We've heard a lot about stu-
dent (dis)empowerment lately.
We've heard student opinions
about the new alcohol policy at
the meeting on the Cave Patio and
in the last two issues of the Tripod
we've learned Dave Ells' and an
anonymous student's feelings
about the parking situation. Asa
matter of fact, a few irate students
tried to turn the alcohol policy
meeting into a parking policy
meeting. Unfortunately,lbelieve
this energy is misdirected. In-
stead of channeling our time and
effort into far-reaching issues, we
are concentrating on the omni-
present "I pay $21,000 a year and
I want this and th i s . . . "
Through terms like student
empowerment we've managed to
convince ourselves that pleasures
likearelaxed(nonexistent)drink-
ing policy and easily accessible
parking spaces are more than
convenient; they are our civil lib-
erties and the Admisitration is
trying to take them away from us.
For example, at the question/
Help
IFC Asks For
With
New Survey
To the Student Body:
The newly initiated alcohol
policy, as well as the banning of
weeknight parties on campus has
become a major issue at Trinity
this fall. The Interfraternity
Council has discussed this issue
at length, and out main problems
with the policy is the fact that
student organizations were not
consulted nor were any alterna-
tives offered. The policy has
forced parties into the dorms or
off campus.
In meetings with the Deans
of Students, as well as from feed-
back from the newly formed alco-
hol task force, we have come to
realize that the policy will not be
changed by simply arguing with
the administration or being angry
at a few meetings. What we must
do is present a solid argument,
based on relevant information, for
changing the policy. To do this
we must have information from
the students of Trinity.
Therefore, the IFC has draf-
teed a survey that will be placed in
your mailboxes in the near future.
This survey will attempt to ana-
lyze aspects of drinking at Trinity
and how the new alcohol policy
has altered them. I cannot stress
how important your cooperation
will be for the success of this
survey. Please take the time to
answer the survey and return them
to us. We must all participate in
order to make the student's voice
heard about the alcohol policy.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely,
Keith A. Mahoney "92, IFC
answer session on the alcohol
policy, students were indignant to
learn that we will no longer he
able to stroll across campus with
an open container in hand. The
idea of enforcing the carding
policy at parties is appalling to
those of us under 21. Yet these
two "rules" have not been laid
down by the Trinity Administra-
tion to inconvience us. Rather,
these are state laws being very
informally enforced on campus.
Somehow we've come to believe
that at Trinity we are above the
law.
Students arc accusing Deans
Peters and Winer of shutting us
out, of disempowering us. At the
Q/A session, they repeatedly
stated that last year students wore
invited to discuss the alcohol
policy, which would soon be
undergoing revision. When no
one showed, minor changes were
made. To me, their actions were
completely justified; yet almost
guiltily they are giving us another
chance. As students condescend-
ingly scolded the Deans for
changes made, another discussion
was hastily offered.
What will happen at these
meetings? The Administration
tells us (genuinely, I believe) that
they are only encouraging respon-
sible drinking. Our responses tell
them that we think we deserve the
right to behave irresponsibly.
How can a compromise be reached
when the students will be satis-
fied only with the return of week-
day (fraternity) parties?
The parking situation at Trin-
ity is a serious issue and we do
have a right to complain. How-
ever, the terms with which we've
chosen to do so are incredibly
offensive. The two letters pub-
lished in the Tripod are indicative
of the arrogant attitudes at Trin-
ity. As Mr. Ells says, "I realize
that we have some distinguished
members of the faculty who de-
serve to have parking spaces in
close proximity to their offices,
but this does not include all em-
ployees."
His snobbishness is over-
whelming. It would be interest-
ing to see his version of a "peck-
ing order" designating the prime
t, spots. It would probably
:iegin with himself and end with
whoever has ihe unfortunate po-
sition of cleaning his hall's bath-
room on Monday mornings.
As last week's letter was
anonymous, 1 will have to guess,
from the language used, in refer-
ring to the author as "he". His
main interest is making sure that
the students are the main interest
at this college. Apparantly, the
college can do this by giving us
the best parking spaces. His idea
of "taking notice of the students'
interests'1'is giving them {and not
to the faculty or alumni) material
things, though he fails In mention
the new student center and dorm,
renovations underway to Ferris,.,
Somehow 1 doubt lie will organ-
ize a sit-in in parking spaces when
he will not even .sign ins name to
the letter.
He also fails to see that his
"interests" should be academic,
not materialistic, Perhaps we
should try to get a little more of
our ,$2l,u(X) out of our classes,
resources, and professors'knowl-
edge and accessibility.
Finally, the terms used to
describe the parking lot on Ver-
non and Broad only emphasize
our snobbish attitude towards our
neighboorluKKi. It has been called
a "rape /.one" and something "the
local gangs will appreciate" be-
foreasingleincuienthas occurred.
Not just mistrust, but disgust is
being shown by our condescend-
ing blanket statements. We are
drawing the noundries between
"us" and "them" ever stronger
because we feel more comfort-
able this way. It is nothing less
than racism.
This is not meant to IK* a letter
of uneondieiunal support for the
Administration. 1 don't want
severe changes in policies, either.
There are problems at Trinity that
need to be addressed. But one of
these is the selfish attitude shared
by many of the students. When
we tell the Administration to check
its priorities, we should do the
same.
.Sincerely,
Amy Conway "91
Trinity's Paper Should Not
Become the McTripod
To The Editor:
I can't really say that I've
been an avid reader of the Tripod
over the last two years, but I cer-
tainly felt I should pick up the first
issue of the semester. Now, I
understand that at a small liberal
arts college, one can't expect to
be publishing the New York Times
every week, but I was absolutely
horrified to turn to the section
"College Life" and find that every
article had been taken from USA
Today.
I feel strongly that, as edu-
cated college students, we should
be given more credit than to be
gorged with McNewspaper ar-
ticles such as these. Granted, the
first page had some lexi that was
relevant to education and college
living, but the .second page of
"College Life" was composed of
one article about sex, one about
drugs, and a riveting piece on the
fall TV season,
I realize tiiat USA Today in
conjunction with Apple offers
some surt of College Information
Network for campus papers, but
let's try no! tu fill <i full sixth of
our next Tripod with this '"Lite
News"
Sincerely,
Jamie Bridges "92
Letters to the Tripod must be received by
Friday at 5 pm for publication in a Tuesday issue.
They must be typed (preferably on a Mocntash disk)
and must be signed. If you wish to withhold your
name, it must be requested after the signature. Ho
profanity or obscenity will he primed. AH Setters are
the sole responsibility of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect the views or opinions of the Tripod
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Trinity Squares Not Dampened By Rain
1 By MAUREEN DUFF
News Writer
Rain on Saturday did change
the location of the first Quad ACP
event from the windows of Jarvis
to inside the Cave, but it did not
dampen the spirits of campus
luminaries and fans participating
in Trinity's version of the Holly-
wood Squares.
Among the campus celebri-
ties were Assistant Dean of Stu-
dents Kirk Peters, Ann Newman
'91, Director of Alumni Relations
Sue Kinz, John Claud '91, Mark
Russell' 91, and Athletic Director
Richard Hazelton. These partici-
pants and others sat "Hollywood
Square" style on chairs at differ-
ent levels of the Cave.
Under the direction of hosts
Rick "Zippy Redneck" Zednick
'93 and Steve Curley '93, celebri-
ties answered Trinity-oriented
questions ranging from "Which
building on campus is a national
landmark?" to the cost of a cup of
ice in the Cave, (the answer to the
latter, by the way, is five cents,
while the former is....) Contest-
ants chosen randomly from the
audience had to agree or disagree
with celebrities' answers to chal-
lenging Trinity trivia, with the
celebrities turning up X's or O' -
depending on their letter - for each
correct answer.
Lucky winning contestants
included Quanti Davis '93 and
Lisa Gurevich '93. They left
victoriously with free brunches,
free meals, and gift certificates to
Sam Goody.
Lip balm, breath spray, and
this month's issue of Vanity Fair
magazine were given to runners-
up Pete Hodgdon and Laura
Hubbard.
Contestants were a bit shy
about participating at first, but
when the competition was tight
and it came down to a tiebreaker
in the fourth round, excitement
grew and the cave was alive with
the spirit of Hollywood.
Mark Russell'91 andJohnClaud'91
NEW CLASS
OFFICERS
Intherecentclass
elections, these were the
winners. Third row, leftto
right, Seniorclasspresident
RobinHalpern,Vice
President AndrewHalpern,
and secretarySeana
Hayden. Second row,
JuniorClass President Dave
Shapiro, Secretary Dave
Bagan. FirstRow,
SophmoerClass President
Craig Woerz, Vice
PresidentJeffDempsey,
and SecretaryChrissy
Hewitt.
' • * STATE
.US. INFORMATION AGENCY
I DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Career Opportunity
Saturday, October 27, 1990
Applications must be received by
September 21, 1990
The Written Examination is the initial step
in competing for a career as a Foreign
Service Officer.
Applicants for the examination must be:
• At least 20 yean old on the date of
the examination
• United States citizens
• Available for worldwide assignment
You may obtain further information and
an application from your Campus
Placement Office or by calling area code
C7Q3) 875-7490, or by writing:
The Recruitment Division
VS. Department of State
P.O. Box 9317
Arlington, Virginia 22209
• AN EQUAL OPPORTUNTTV EMPLOYER •
NEW CAVE HOURS
*Sunday - Thursday 8:00 PM - 12:30 AM
*Friday - Saturday NOW OPEN TIL MIDNIGHT
*Deli Closes at 6:00 PM on Friday & Saturday
THE FAR SIDE
Grill & Deli
Koeppel Student Center
MONDAY-FRIDAY
B'M AM-10:30 AM
Continental Breakfast
,11:30 AM~2:00 PM
Lunch & Transfer Plan
Monday-Thursday 8;00 PM-Midnight
Friday & Saturday 8:00 PM-Midnight
limited Menu
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Bowdoin Alumni Impose Fr at Party Ban
Mid-Summer Decision Goes Beyond Merely Mid- Week
doin College has experienced difficulties curs on campus. They cite the possil^
resulting from drinking. This year alone parties in dormitories and drunken dnvmg unik^ adua tS im,TO(1 „,„,„•1 By PATRICIA PIERSON
News Editor
According to the Bowdoin Orient, at a
September 12 meeting of the Alumni-Stu-
dent Inter-Fraternity Council, Bowdoin
College announced a ban on fraternity
parties pending the creation of a new and
acceptable alcohol policy by the fraterni-
ties. The decision, made by alumni mem-
bers of the ASIFC over the summer, is the
result of excessive fraternity house damage
that some alumni believe results from cam-
pus-wide alcohol parties.
Arriving in the wake of modifications
in Trinity's own alcohol policy, the Bow-
doin decision is both timely and forboding
for fraternities. Trinity announced on Au-
gust 27 that there would be no mid-week
alcohol parties or open containers of alco-
hol allowed in public places for the 1990-
91 academic year.
Trinity College Dean of Students David
Winer has indicated on several occasions
that the administration intends to look to
the alcohol policies of other small, New
England colleges in order to modify and
even change our own.
Like many of its sister schools, Bow-
cern of both themselves and the admini- rule. It's only been two weeks now and laling me and U cam
stration.
The Bowdoin proposal, presented by
to the pus.[students] have moved the parties
dorm rooms." Baginski thinks students are
.Harry Eddy, Delta Kappa Epsilon '45, in- "generally skeptical" about the motivation Orient provided facts on the .
y
 • •
 v
 behind the moratorium and its effective- and alcohol problems on campus Jm y, pp peludes: opening parties to students by invi-
tation only, not allowing a charge for en-
trance into a party, and prohibiting
use of house funds for the purchase
of alcohol. Eddy and others hope
these changes would limit the size
of fraternity parties, thus reducing
widespread alcohol consumption.
According to Bowdoin Dean
of Students Kenneth Lewallen, the
recommendations are the sole work
of the alumni in the ASIFC, al-
though the college does support the
proposal and the moratorium on
fraternity parties.
Meanwhile, fraternity mem-
bers at Bowdoin have expressed
resentment at being held respon-
sible for the overdrinking that oc-
behind the oratoriu
ness, especially because campus-wide Ira- article.
New Policy To Change All
NGR To F Automatically
Faculty Move To Make A
"Fail Safe " Measure
M By MARK RUSSELL
Editor-in-Chief
If someone tells you that "You
can't get something for nothing," tell
them to talk to the Registrar's Office.
Some new policies passed by the
faculty last year have changed the of-
ficial policy of the No Grade and the
Incomplete.
In a motion passed in the general
faculty meeting April 23 of last year,
the faculty approved a change in the
Registrar's policy whereby after 30
days past the end of the semester, all
cated that "Left on the student's record
indefinitely, the NGR makes impos-
sible the accurate computation" of a
student's status in terms of GPA and
academic probation. It further stated
that the new policy "ensures that the
NGR does not become apermanent part
of the student's transcript."
• The Academic Affairs Committee
suggested that at the end of last year's
fall term, sixty NGR's appeared on
transcripts.
The new policy also states that if a
NGR comes up on a student's grade re-
"It's inconceivable...that a
professor would fail to turn in a
grade for a class."
NGRornogradereportedmarksauto- Port-alet tei 'explaining the policy goes
matically become F's. Similarly, all t 0 fe st«aent, the professor, the
incompletegradesbecomeF's30days P r o f e s s o r u s department chair and the
after the prescribed extension if no D e a n ° f *e Faculty,
grade is reported T h e n e w P o h c v 1S designed to be
"The measure was designed to » P r e v efative measure, according to
protectthestudents/'saidDeanofStu- D e a n °r the Faculty Jan Cohn. "It's
dents David Winer. "In this way the mconjceivable [to me] that a professor
student will always be sure of their , <?- t t0 t u r a i n a g r a d e f o r a
status." class, she said.
The procedure for the new policy
 f
 TneReg istrarcouldnotbereached
is as follows: if a professor fails to turn *?r c o m m e n t t 0 confirm or deny that
in a student for a grade in a class the u p o y a f f e c t e d a n y students from
NGR is placed on the report card with t h e S£™S term of last year,
an accompanying letter suggesting that . , ^ m o t l o n ltself has generated
the grade will become an F unless the a e b a t e l r o manumberof sources. Some
Registrar hears otherwise. students feel that the move affects the
If the grade of F is entered and it is s t u d e n t s adversely. "It seems like they
not the correct grade the student de- a r e P e n a l i z i ng the students by placing
served, then the professor of the class an. o n ^ t r a n s c r iPt for a professor's
writes the Registrar requesting that the m i s t a k e >" s a id one student,
grade be corrected. . " recaU that there was a great
In a letter to the faculty dated d i f f e r e n c e o f oP i n iononthepartofthe
February 27, the Academic Affairs f acu l ty»" said Cohn. "But the motion
Committee explained the rationale be- w a s ,m a d e w i t h t h e isolated grade in
hind the resolution. The memo indi- ramd> r a t h e r t h a n a failure of a profes-
sor to record grades for a whole class "
The Paper Chase
« • ** * •
College welcomes new, visiting faculty
By SAMREEN MALIK
News Writer
Along with its increasingly diverse
student body, Trinity now has 17 new fac-
ulty members to add to its community. In
addition, there are currently 38 new visiting
members of the Faculty, five of whom are
Graduate fellows.
Two new faculty members in the Sci-
ence department are Kathleen E. Archer
and Edward J. Caliguri. Archer is a gradu-
ate of California State University, Fresno
and received her Ph.D. from University of
Oregon, She was a Post-Doctoral Fellow at
University of Wisconsin and Cornell Univer-
isty. Archer was also involved in the Na-
tional Science Foundation Post-Doctoral
Fellowship in Plant Biology.
Caliguri received both his B.S. and
Ph.D. from Boston College. He worked as
an Intramural Research Training Award
Fellow at the National Institutes of Health,
a teaching assistant in Physiology at Har-
vard University Extension School and as a
research fellow at Harvard Medical School,
Beth Israel Hospital.
The Engineering and Computer Sci-
ence Department welcomes Dr. Mark Fried-
man and Dr. John Mertens to its staff this
year. Friedman received his B.S. and M.E.
from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, M.S.
from Syracuse University, and his Ph.D.
from Stanford University.
Robert Kirschbaum, Director of Studio
Arts and Associate Professor of Fine Arts, a
graduate of the University of Rochester,
received his diploma from Boston Museum
School and his M.F.A. from Yale Univer-
sity. He has taught at Montclair State Col-
lege, New Jersey; Southern Illinois Univer-
sity atEdwardsville; and Nova Scotia Col-
lege of Art and Design,
Kirschbaum has also traveled to India
and the Netherlands to attend Fulbrighi
summer seminars. Kathleen Curran, also an
Assistant Professor of Fine Arts, graduated
from Tulane University. Oman received
her M.A. from New York University and
her Ph.D. from University of Delaware.
Before coming to Trinity, she was Assistant
Professor at Brown Univeristy.
In the Economics Department, the new
assistant professor Carol Clark is a graduate
of Univeristy of Illinois, Urbana. She has
received her M.A. from Tufts University
and both an M.A. and Ph.D, from Cornell
University. Clark was a visitor to the Rus-
sian Research Center at Harvard and has
spent two full years with the Foreign 1 ,an-
guage and Area Studies Fellowship Pio-
gram.
AssiMantProfcssorof History Dr.D.uii'
Euraque is a graduate of Mawuetif 1 ni\ er
suy, Milwaukee.. 1 lereceived both his M. A
and Ph.D. from Uiu'i-,it\ «H WivonMn.
Madison, Hd'ore lomitu: to lniii(\, Fn*
raque was ;tn in>tiiitior at Northern »hn. u -
Univeristy. Joining him in the History
Department is Dr. Kathleen Keie. Ketc
received her A.B., A.M. and Ph.D. from
Harvard, where this past year she was a
Lecturer in Literature and History. D r .
Katherine Lahti, joining the Modem Lan-
guages Department, isagraduateofWesleyan
University and received both her M.A, and
Ph.D, from Yale University. She was an
instructor of Russian at Bowdoin College, a
Special Lecturer of Russian at Brigbam
Young University and a teaching assistant in
Russtn at several Yale summer programs.
Assistant Professor of Mathematics Dr.
Judith Moran received her B.A. and M.S.
from University of New Hampshire. Moran
also received her Ph.D. last year from Uni-
versity of Massachusetts. She has been a
visiting lecturer at Smith College, sin Assis-
tant Professor and chairperson of the Mathe-
matics Department at Northern Essex Com-
munity College, and an instructor at Univer-
sity of Massachusetts.
Dr. Ronald Thomas, Associate Profes-
sor of English, is a graduate of Wheaton
College, Illinois. He received his M.S. and
Ph.D. from Brancieis Univeristy. Thomas
has been an Assistant Prof essorof English at
University of Chicago for the past eight
years.
Dr. Jerry Walts, Associate Professor of
American Studies-, is a graduate of Harvard
who received his M.A., M.Phil., and Ph.D.
from Yale. Walts was an Assistant Proi'es-
sor of Government and Afro-American Stud-
ies at Wesleyan University and Acting As-
sistant Professor of Afro-American Studies
at University of California, Davis.
The Athletic Department welcomes four
new members to its staff. The Head Coach
of Squash and Tennis John Anz conies to
Trinity after 3 years of experience as
Harvard's Men's Assistant Squash Coach
and as Assistant Tennis Director at Welby
van Horn Tennis Camp.
William K. Decker, Jr. - Head Baseball
Coach, Assistant Football Couch, ami Physi-
cal Education Instructor • receded his B.S.
Iroinlttuiia College and h.ishatl a vast aim will
of coaching experience J I MacMester Col-
lege, Weslryun University, and Deertidd
Academy.
Diri'ctm of Rowing and Imuuctot tit'
Physical Education Sle\en Mulir received
his B.S. from Florida Institute oi Technol-
ogy ami has since then niudu-d JVnn A . C
U.S. Heav>vu-ight Men'-. Pie-hhk- Camp.
Florida In-.tiuite uf Iedinolos.'>, :wnl m just
Tiinit}.
malls, hdniiir.d I- \li^iit,.*n, C«'
. and Women'-. t ' . i tJ .n: U iv.>-
Ml F t k u . l ! ! - 1 : ! i i ' . ! 1 . \ i ' . . i !',-•. H.*»
Men',
1 tent
Ik j|<
ilvit\ tut'., \-i't.n.'l:.i".i. !
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Announcements
GENERAL
Trinity has established a recorded informa-
tion lines that enables the public to get
details at any time about cultural events on
campus. Calling 297-2001 puts the caller in
touch with daily events, weekly events,
information on contacting the Austin Arts
Center box office and Cinestudio. Also,
directions to the campus will be provided.
The Underground Coffeehouse will open
on Tuesday September 25 from 8 pm -12
am featuring the music of Kalimba. The
coffeehouse is located in the basement of
Mather Hall and entrance to the Under-
ground is either in the back of Mather or
through the Cook Arch. The Underground
will be open Tuesday and Thursay every
week from 8-12 with live music, coffee, and
food.
There will be an open meeting for all trans-
fers and exchanges, "old and new," inter-
ested in joining TEA (the Transfer and
Exchange Association) on Thursday Sep-
tember 27 at 8:30 in the Koeppel Center.
Call X3101 for details.
Trinity Student Tour of the USSR and Po-
land 1991 will take place January 2-19,
1991. The tour will go to Helsinki, Moscow,
Leningrad, Vilnius, Warsaw, and Krakow/
Auschwitz. Students interested should
contact Dr. Kassow or Dr. West (sign up list
located at Seabury 12C).
Career Counseling will hold two important
workshops this evening for seniors: first,
find out what you need to be doing this year
to prepare for post graduate life at the Get-
ting Started workshop at 4 pm in Alumni
Lounge. Second, if you are considering
Graduate School, then come to the "Apply-
ing to Graduate School" workshop to learn
about the process: tonight at 7 pm in Alumni
Lounge.
RECEPTIONS
All English Majors and Prospective Eng-
lish Majors: On Thursday October 4 from
4:45-6:15 pm, there will be an informal
get-together and a chance for question and
answer session with English Department
Faculty at the Koeppel Student Center.
Refreshments will be served.
LECTURES
Professor Visvanath Naravane, Professor
Emeritus, Poona University, will present
a lecture entitled "Gandhi and Modern In-
dia," today in Rittenburg Lounge from 12-
2 pm. Sandwiches will be served. Call
extension 2471 for reservations.
Soviet expert Igor Krupnick of the Insti-
tute of Ethnography will deliver a lecture
entitled "The Future of the USSR: Ethnic
Relations in a Crumbling Empire," on
Monday, October 1 at 4:30 pm in the
McCook Auditorium.
Colman McCarthy, columnist for the
Washington Post, will deliver a lecture
entitled "Working for Social Justice:
Should We B other?" on Monday, October
1 in the Washington Room at 8 pm.
Support
TheWork
Of Carnpus
Bfgamzatforis
A Dynamic
Career in Publishing
Starts with
Our M.A. Program
The Gallatin Division of New York University
offers a Master of Arts degree
with a concentration in Publishing Studies.
Fellowships are available.
To find out about
Gallatin's Publishing Studies
curriculum and fellowships,
the Director of Admissions and Recruitment
•will be on campus
Wednesday, October 3
6-7:30 p.m.
Rittenberg Lounge
Professional School Day
IfflVERSTIY
- ^ / A PRIVATE UNIVERSITY INTHE PUBLIC SERVICE
New York University is an affirmative action / equal opportunity institution.
\MMoney for College
Over3 Million Students WM Qualify
For College Grants &
• Learn the quickest & easiest ways you can
win both scholarships and financial aid awards.
• Learn how to improve your chances for a
Pell Grant
• Learn how to increase the amount of your
Guaranteed Student Loan.
• LeamhowmuAnwneyyouareeiisibktoMceive
so you can choose the schools that best suit your
true financial need
For more information anda FREE copy of
JO Ways To Stretch Your
Scholarship Chances!
fill out and mail the attached coupon TODAY!
Sent! far FREE intntr
Name ,
Addren
—1is£gpfKl.l
2 9 9 BOBETZ BOAD
COLCHK3TIB CT.
06413-9967
Be the Master of Your
Master's Degree
At the Gallatin Division of
New York University,
you can create a graduate program
tailored to your individual academic interests.
To find out about
Gallatin's M.A. Program
in Individualized Study,
the Dixector of Admissions and Recruitment
will be on campus
Wednesday, October 3
6 - 7:30 p.m.
Rittenberg Lounge
Professional School Day
EWfoEKJMERSTIY
New York University is an affirmative action / equal opportunity institution*
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Features
Why, yes, I do know what they are. Those are called 'grits'.
A Displaced Southerner In Connecticut's Court
II By John Claud
Features Editor
Last week in the Tripod you read the following graph:
State by State Look At Class of 1994
Alabama
California
Colorado
Connecticut
D.C.
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois
Kansas
Kentucky
Massachusetts
Maryland
Maine
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri
New Hampshire
1
23
1
97
I
3
6
3
1
6
1
1
84
12
6
1
2
3
6
New Jersey
New York
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Puerto Rico
Rhode Island
Tennessee
Texas
Virginia
Vermont
Washington
Wisconsin
Foreign Countrie
22
62
9
1
3
24
2
5
8
4
8
3
3
1
.: England,
Canada, Venezuela, Germany,
France, Switzerland, Pakistan,
India, Jamaica, Taiwan, Haiti
The Southern states are poorly represented in this
statistic. Tennesse has a strong contingency, as does
Virginia. But what about the Carolinas and the rest of the
South?
So the burning question still remains: why are there
no students from either of the Carolinas in the class of
1994? Probably because the Admissions department
here, along with most of the students who hail from the
northeast corridor, hold many misgivings aboutthe South-
eastern United States and its inhabitants.
I'm from a small town in South Carolina, right on the
border of North Carolina. I'm real close to the border. My
mailbox is in N.C., but my phone is in S.C.
So I've had to deal with these misconceptions for
three years, ever since I've been a student here. While
there are certain truisms that make up these stereotypes, I
think it's time to address this issue, especially for the
edification of the Freshmen who have few champions of
the cause in their midst.
Some people from Maryland think they are South-
erners. This point is debatable. Maryland has two big
cities, Washington and Baltimore, and no southern state
can boast that. But Maryland does have fat county
sheriffs that will pull you over for going four miles over
the speed limit and say things like "We don't go for that
speedin' nonsense 'round heya."
Your friends from Florida may claim to be from the
South, and they may be. Anything south of Jacksonville
is not the South. There is a world of cultural difference
between Miami and Pensacola, as any Miamian will tell
you.
Upon discovering my state of origin, people inevita-
bly ask me "Do you live near South of the Border?" Let
me make this point very clear: Travelling on 1-95 on your
way to Florida does NOT constitute a visit to South Caro-
lina. And no, I don't live anywhere near South of the
Border,
And I don't live on a farm, either. Freshman year my
friends were continually asking me "What do you grow?"
I live between two towns, but I don't live on a farm, and
neither did most of the people I know.
The key distinction between my two home
states is that North Carolina finishes 42nd in
every state ranking system in the world. South
Carolina is 49th. S.C. is 49th in SAT scores,
49th in minority hiring, 49th in auto acci-
dents. The South Carolina state motto is
"Thank God for Mississippi."
The Southern culture is a lot more re-
gional than the Northeast. Up here we here
things like "Tri State area" which mean New
York and "Southern New England" which
means Hartford. In the South we have "Geor-
gia" which means Atlanta, but we also have
the "South", which refers to every other state,
except, of course, Florida.
And Southern slang is different too.
"Bawl" is not crying, but refers to the particu-
lar college athletic season. Alabama and
Clemson played good bawl in autumn, and
that is football. But in the winter North Caro-
lina plays good bawl, which is hoops. The
spring is warm ups for bawl again at 'Bama
and Clemson.
And "Awright" is another common term
heard in the South. It is particularly prevalent
with radio prize winners. For example, if
someone offers you congratulations for win-
ning two tickets to the truck and tractor pull this weekend
at the Greer Dragway, your natural response would be
"Well awright!"
I don't want to leave you, with the impression that
everything in the South is perfect. The weather is not
always nice. It even snows twice a year in the South - but
never below Chattanooga. And of course, Southern his-
tory is not the most stellar as far as race relations go.
There are many schools that are even more whitebread
and conservative than Trinity. That aspect is really quite
sobering, but then that's an American, not a Southern,
problem.
There are so many aspects I could invoke that you,
the ignorant Northeasterner, need to know. 1 haven't
even touched on Chicken Fried Steak, Jesse Helms (who
sucks, by the way), the entire state of Kentucky, or those
people from Southern Illinois and Ohio who think they
are from the South just because they have accents.
As a study guide, we recommend a half hour daily
dosage of "Andy Griffith" and a PatConroy novel. We're
Features. We're here to help.
Decisions, Decisions...
81 By Nancy Sweeney
Features Writer
I was having a little trouble deciding which aspect of Trinity
deserved ridicule this week. Problems sprouted when I realized
that so many things are screwed up here. How could I link so
many ideas together without sounding like a schitzo? So I came
up with...
"Everything a Person Should Know Before Applying to
Trinity College" or "What they don't tell you in the handbook."
First of all, it's not the handbook — it's the pigbook. It is not
used to discover about the various clubs and activities on campus.
It is so used students can see which heinous people to avoid while
on the ritualistic weekend scam frenzy. Hence the word pig.
Granted, many of our peers wear beer goggles at parties, so the
pigbook is used to exactly who was with you on the front lawn of
Psi-U.
And that's another thing. People who wish to attend Trinity
should know that the social life is this: 1) at Friday 4 pm, the aca-
demic brain is shut off 2) immediately after step one, the beer
Please See Writing, Next Page
Jue-ii n L < JM r i f On the Long Walk » * * , . * a - » * *
What is your most memorable Trinity experience?
Professor Ramirez
Seeing the emergence of a viable
Latin American Studies Program.
Byron McKiethan '91
You don't want to know.
Rebecca Lawrence '94
I haven't had one yet.
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brain is put into action leading to
step 3) the consumption of beer
until the wee hours of Sunday
morning. I realize this may upset
some, but they are probably the
ones who wear t-shirts reading
"Trinity College — if we're not
wasted, the day is."
Naturally this leads to many
hangovers, butdon't think of going
to the infirmary for help. My
roommate went there with breath-
ing problems and the nurse gave
her TUMS. Need I say more?
Probably not, but I will anyway.
Every girl entering the infirmary
is asked if she's pregnant. Every
boy is given condoms. The
"rubber" bin (isn't that a lovely
term?) is the main attraction. That
and the enormous Sudafed sup-
ply.
Once, a friend of mine, (no,
not me) limped to the infirmary
after taking a harsh fall. Her
ankle was all bloody with a pos-
sible sprain. Get this: the nurses
refused to even look at her be-
cause she hadn't had her measles
shot. What happens when I am
having a heart attack??
"We're sorry miss, but we
cannot assist you because your
parents have not mailed us this
form."
$3 Doesn't Go As Far As It Used To
Cave's Transfer Plan
Needs Some Help
13 By Michelle Israel
Features Writer
Welcome to the wonderful
world of nutritious dining, other-
wise known as, creative usage of
$3.00 in the Cave. The Transfer
Plan, while a good idea in theory,
is an inconsistent attempt at pro-
viding lunch.
Let's start with the fact that
the only affordable food is fried.
When a grill cheese sandwich is
$ 1.10 and a garden salad is $2.25,
there seems to be an effort to push
the grill foods. The fried stuff
may be cheaper to supply, but it
takes infinitely more time to pre-
pare.
There are other price incon-
sistencies. The apples, the same
ones suspected to have been
sprayed with Alar, are $.60. A
small bowl of soup is $.75, but
you are only allowed one pack-
age of crackers. For those of you
who are cracker fiends, extra
packages are $.25
Besides the fact that watch-
ing students so that they don't
take the crackers is condescend-
ing, it also undermines the integ-
rity of giving us the options to
begin with. IfMarriottisgoingto
treat us like children, they might
as well be more parental and worry
about the nutritional value of the
food they are serving.
Let's face it, $3.00 does not
buy a decent lunch. When Trans-
fer Plan is more money than than
regular dining, wouldn't it stand
to reason that we get better op-
tions or betterfood? Think again,
we don't even get as many op-
tions as the regular Cave.
TheVernonStreetCavedoes
not have the new, funky, spar-
kling waters. It doesn't have the
variety of Very Fine Juices, it
doesn't have bagels, it doesn't
even have pretzel rods. First we
are forced to eat there during
normal lunch hours, then we are
given limited selections.
' If Marriott wants us to eat in
the Cave it needs to be worth our
while.
The $3.00 specials are gen-
erally a good idea. Yet, in the
Marriott brochure is says that one
of their goals is, "balanced whole-
some meals." Personally this
would lead one to question the
nutritional value of the special
that offered french fries, nachos,
and a soda. I don't know, the
Supreme Court ruled that toma-
toes were vegetables, but I don't
think even they would have gone
for nachos and fries.
Let's say that one day you
don't use the whole $3.00. Well,
: instead of taking the money out
of a whole amount, like onMunch
Money, the student is basically
tipping Marriott. They keep the
difference. One wonders what
the money will be used for? It
definitely isn't the frozen yogurt
machine that has been promised,
but not delivered.
It does not seem fair to critk
cize without giving some sort of
recommendations. The prices
need to be adjusted so that we can
eat salads or sandwiches. It needs
to be recognized that not every-
one eats hamburgers on a daily
basis. There is no need for stu-
dents to be coerced into eating
grill food because they are on
transfer plan.
The New Cave deserves the
same attention and variety as the
Regular Cave. We can't even get
real salad dressing, it comes out
of those little packages that have
a shelf life that lasts longer than
most of our educations.
Transfer Plan is a good idea.
If the same amount of time and
attention were spent on the selec-
tion in the New Cave as is spent
on theme nights in the dining hall,
we would all be a lot healthier and
happier.
"Yes, I realize you may be
experiencing some pain."
"Mphhh...oyyyyhh..."
"Maybe they could Federal
Express it?"
Eventually my peer went to
FerrisAthleticCenterforaid. Ever
notice that the athletic center is
the largest building on campus?
I'm not even going to touch that
one.
Next on my long list of things
which peeve me off is the fact that
our campus is a huge fashion show.
Universities and other large col-
leges don sweat pants and grubby
jeans. Here, students feel pres-
sured to impress with dress. Have
you heard that J. Crew is now
giving graduating seniors a$5000
scholarship? But only if their
senior thesis topic is "how to
make everyone look the same and
reduce their identity at the same
time — a discourse on fashion."
Ever notice the Austin Arts
Center's doors are just the most
annoying ones I have ever opened
in my entire life. And they're so
narrow! It's not like the students
are constantly bringing in huge 3"
wide art pads through the 1' doors
everyday. Phew!
And another thing, why is it
tfiat Sigma Nu is not recognized
by the college. Is it, perhaps,
because its members are student
leaders and are generally regarded
as productive members of
Trinity's community? Go figure.
On top of it all, Residential
Life has yet to remove my desk!!
(Boardwalk B1 if any of you are
reading.) I mean, who needs a
31fl;' • iSi:i9X^^^
0 IsTrinity'scampus
ahuge fashion
show? Can you
tell the difference
between the
Handbook(top)
and thej. Crew
catalogue?Tell us
and Beta
scholarship.
desk around this place, other than
to hold Clinique® make-up sup-
plies and Nintendo. I called on
the second day of school andhave
made three calls following up on
my request. What do Ihave to do
to get my room some attention?
Build a loft? Threaten to poke
holes in the walls with thumb
tacks? I am getting desperate.
Speaking of desperate, Trin-
ity has formed a new committee
to see if Trinity is religious. We
don't have a chaplain, does that
answer your question? Plus, four
out of five students said "who
cares?"
Lastly, let's just say that after
moving here for only one week,
the President's cat ran away never
to return.
Enough said.
We're features,
We're here as a PMS release.
Social Sins Need Repentance
HBy Gregg Berman
Features Writer
I had two dogs once, and they
died. Ever since I've been a bitter
person with an overextended sense
of proportion, so please excuse
me if my proposition displeases
the tender of ear and weak of soul.
Falsehoods, shallowness, and cal-
lowness build the backbone of our
common Trinity Student.
From uptight hippie conser-
vatives to balsamic vinegar and
goat cheese eating republican lib-
erals, all have pinpointed theright-
eous way to be. Each type con-
demns the other, and they whirl
into the most vicious of stupidly
vicious circles. And our precious
intellectualism? As one visionary
junior remarked, "You could lo-
botomize half the students at this
school, and nobody would ever
notice." These people require
punishment. To the few good,
clear thinking souls who do here
flourish, I submit this task and
propose a plan.
Our forefathers had the clue
when they conducted the witch
trials. Hamurabbi and his code
worked nicely on the criminal,
and I suggest with just a few minor
modifications we could write in
deaths for the socially repugnant.
Trials by ordeal had their definite
merits because, as we know, eve-
ryone is guilty.
Yet, now we are quite civi-
lized, and the means to disposing
of humans can no longer be facili-
tated in such direct fashion. Crea-
tivity is necessary, so I hereby
proffer a list of crimes both grand
and wee that Trinity Students do
commit, with a few modest retali-
ations included.
Crime I: There are people on this
campus who always smile, When
they open their grins to speak,
cotton balls shoot out.
Punishment; We make them fol-
low Tom Gerety around for a week
equipped with a camera, and
whenever Tom winks, they have
to take a picture.
Crime 2: Many have molded
together, like cookie dough, with
groups of people who are just the
same as one another, yet they call
themselves open minded and
experimental.
Punishment: Sell them as inden-
tured servants to country-western
bars fromTuscaloosato Wounded
Knee.
Crime 3: Drunkards scream it
about from 2:00AM to 5:00AM
every night, to the chagrin of the
sleeping masses.
Punishment: See the film "
Caligula, " and observe what is
done to the drunken soldier.
Crime 4: People recite the total-
ity of their work, continue to com-
plain about it incessantly, and
think they're the only belea-
guered.
Pynjslroent; Force them to drop
LSD, put them in a straightjacket,
blindfold them with duct tape,
and place them in a room with a
sound system running a record-
ing of rats squeaking.
Crime 5: Some choose to keep
their stereos perpetually turned
to ear
blasting pitches.
Punishment: Subdue them with
chloroform, insert micro chip that
plays Slim Whitman's greatest
hits repeatedly forever, and let
them fade genfly to insanity.
Crime 6: The act of dillying and
dallying at the laser printer is a
crime. Lines wait in hopeless
turmoil as simple schmoes learn
the basics of computer technology
or, by far worse, as they edit.
Punishment: Force them to be-
come computer science majors,
do all our reading, take our tests,
write and type our papers, print
them skillfully, and give them to
us with gratitude.
Crime 7: Some people take things
too seriously,
Punishment: Strap them in a chair
and make them watch every single
episode of Bozo the clown.
Yes, Trinity is a place that
needs some dramatic rectification.
I think about it and hear my two
dead dogs barking from deep in-
side my brain, and I get wrathful.
Change must be affected, and
though I haven't figured just yet
how to subvert human nature, the
answers will come to me soon.
Two clarinets in a double Yamaha cass were stolen on
Monday, September 17, from the basement of the
Austin Arts Center. They are very valuable and of
sentimental importance. If found or if you know of
any information regarding Ihe thefts please call
extension 3046.
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Burma's Blues Boggle The Minds Of Its Citizens
H By Afshan Asghar
World & Nation Writer
If any popular magazine were
to take a general survey of what an
average American was thinking
about politically over the past
month or so, the number one an-
swer highlighted in red, white,
and blue would be the current crisis
concerning oil, oil, and
...ahem...ah, yes, more oil. And I
am not talking about cooking or
salad oil, but Iraqnophobia— that
uniquely American fear of war
and oil shortages. It seems that
while we watch the idiot box for
events to unfold in the Persian
Gulf our eyes seem to close every
time political matters concerning
other countries are brought to the
forefront. The political affairs in
Burma seems to have been a vic-
tim to such neglect.
Few know that exactly a year
ago Burma celebrated the first
anniversary of the rise to power by
a military junta. But instead of the
cheerful festivities that usually
accompany acelebration, the junta
placed orders for the military to
patrol the streets, equipped with
all the usuals and even rocket
launchers. The celebration was
not universal; the junta celebrated
their own victory as the people
mocked it.
While the rest of world moved
toward democracy and progress,
Burma seemed to take a step back
in time, a time of despotic mon-
archs* In this case the junta are the
despots, as they have ruthlessly
suppressed pro-democracy dem-
onstrations in the wake of their
takeover. The junta have broken
promises of restoring democracy
and a prosperous economy to the
people. They have also changed
the name of the country from
Burma to Myan-Mar and of its
capitol Rangoon to Yangon, an
act that was greatly resented by
the Burmese people. In fact, the
renaming of Burma was the least
of the people's problems.
The military leaders led by
Brigadier General Khin Nyunt,
whom the people once respected,
activated a secret police system
to keep them in line. Contact with
foreign diplomats or journalists
was declared an act of treason;
consequently, thousands of pro-
democracy activists were either
arrested or mysteriously disap-
peared. Nyunt went one step fur-
ther to brainwash his soldiers and
to persuade local press corps into
believing that the regime was
beset by enemies every where who
were organizing communist and
right wing conspiracies to topple
the government. The General
linked the conspiracies to organi-
zations in the United States, Eu-
rope, and Amnesty International.
It is unfortunate that these
so-called conspiracies were not
an actuality but a figment of
Nyunt's imagination. I say this
because had these conspiracies
been based in such progressive
countries, the people "of Burma
mighthave experienced their first
taste of democracy by achieving
the voice and the powerneeded to
bettertheir poor living conditions.
However, lack of foreign support
brought an end to the pro-democ-
racy protests and was the a cause
of the indefinite house arrest of
Aung San Su Kyi, the leader of
the democracy movement.
The military government
repeatedly mocked Su Kyi's ef-
forts toward democracy because
she was a woman. Her landslide
victory in the national elections
was not enough to release her
from captivity, as they regard rule
by a woman as "weak." Disheart-
ening is the fact that although
trade sanctions were imposed on
Burma by the U.S., India, and
Japan, their efforts were not
enough to come to Su Kyi's aid.
As a result, the political situ-
ation in the country has progres-
sively worsened. Therehave been
eyewitness reports of "death
marches" where up to 500 politi-
cal prisoners are rounded up and
are forced to work as porters for
the Burmese army, carrying
ammunition and supplies through
jungle trails. Forced to walk while
chained together, the prisoners are
whipped repeatedly and those who
stumble are kicked and beaten.
Those who do manage to escape
attempt to join the Karen rebels, a
guerilla force that aims to over-
throw the existing military rule.
Having failed to atlracl for-
eign investment, the current re-
gime is printing money to pay its
numerous bills. The inevitable
inflation has led to giant hikes in
prices of food. Many of (he fami-
lies survive on lamin-ye, the wa-
ter in which rice is cooked, sold
for a meager half-cent per bottle.
Neighboring countries are
mixed in attitudes concerning
Burma. Both Thailand and China
are capitalizing oil Burma's des-
perate situation by encouraging
illegal border trade. It seems,
however, that India is slowly cul-
tivating resistance toward the
existing military structure. In-
dian radio broadcasted in the
Burmese language, continually
side with the democratic opposi-
tion and New Delhi has beet)
giving support to ethnic insurgent
groups. In fact, rumors abound
that India's intelligence agency is
currently training students who
originally fled Rangoon after the
military takeover to lead rebel-
lious strikes against the govern-
ment.
Somehow, 1 cannot see how
underground support from asingle
country, even if it is from a rela-
tively powerful India, can help
lead Burma toward democracy,
especially since India herself now
faces a prospective war with
Pakistan. It should also be noted
that Burma could become a focus
of regional instability and might
result in global political shock-
waves unless its crisis is resolved.
It seems that in order lor there to
be change, there sviil have to be
either a split in the military or
overwhelming support from
powerful foreign nations lor
democracy, Neither of these
seems loo likely, considering the
current political .situation in the
world.
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World & Nation
Cold War Does Not Seem So Bad
In Wake of Current Iraqi Crisis
The'80's were a remarkable
decade, simply elegant in design,
simply superb in focus. Probably
no other decade in history has
produced so many problems and
offered so many nonsensical so-
lutions, ltwasalsoadecade where
political terminologies and sub-
jective categorizations ran astray
throughout the political world,
leaving much of society gullible
to its unfocused leaders.
I read an article in the Sep-
tember 10th issue of Newsweek
entitled "The View From Both
Sides" which reviewed the
magazine Commentary. Its new
issuecalled'The American '80's:
Disaster or Triumph?" is a compi-
lation of conservative and liberal
ideas on hpw to view the decade.
One would tend to think that this
symposium would help us differ-
entiate with purpose between the
two sides, right? So with much
excitement, I plunged into this
article j hoping to see something
different man theusual arguments
and stances taken by both liberals
and conservatives,
 :
I was not amused with what I
found. The issue was, of course,
yetanotherforum of rightahdleft
wingers trying to make the other:
look bad—a fun, yet altogether
overdone sort of recess break for
our more gifted members of soci-
ety. The most noted participants
in the discussion were former
United* States;r Ainbassador to the
Unitej^;p||;i|gis'i '•. Republican
Jeatj^Kirkpatrick, herrighfcwjng
ftieiid George Gilder, and Paul
Kennedy ajaflehri^topb^ I^ch,;
two leftists who see.the '80's as a
plunge •into::mise%K-,;'^ ..i-;;;?;.;:; ;<; :.:*
The consei^tive;; positipii
expressed^byi/^rlpa^ekil i l i
Gilder lead ra^ to b e l e ^ t h ^ f f
conservativesi are! Oftce ag^ipj
stupid;;in • their Mairr^v ^^«jeXs?
ample, K^r^atricfc'sesSay; Sug?
gests:.ihat\the;::'!^^
Wstorians<niaj;%(Kti'|ip|g|wSi|y
:Reagan'fr)3m;:^J^cj^^|^|l |9
'^ Eroni, ; j f ^p ; ;g5 | i | ^ | i | | | t i j i ^ | :
rights^policy toCart^^nitoiltig
elections'iri:^^!!!^:!^."^
T^oug^Frft'prf|p^^e^|S|pJis.
wouJd''like;;tx);;|rtti^M||
:?ies^the;':^^^;-o|;.'it'a||if|^l
,^p^lli^i:|i|||^|,a|f|r^^i!
detailed history on Reagan life at
their secluded Californian ranch
and entitle it: Reagan Ranc/i: The
Promised Land of Error.
The liberals are much more
confined and reserved in their
arguments than Kirkpatrick, but
still a bit sketchy in approach.
Lasch says that the collapse of
communism represents a "victory
of sorts, but not for the prevailing
ideas and policies of the Ameri-
can '80's." Sadly, but perhaps
correctly, Newsweek points out
that what the Europeans think they
saw or still see in American capi-
talism is perhaps what prompted
the upheaval in the first place.
Just when I thought I would
vomit from the predictability due
to repeated use of political cate-
gorizations, I stumbled upon the
following statement from conser-
vative theorist Charles Murray:
"The S&L fiasco is another ex-
ample of the way in which the
[Reagan] Administration exhib-
ited the ethical carelessness that
lends credibility to the greed-and-
selfishness indictment of the
*80's." Now wait a minute. I
thought that if Reagan was a
conservative, Murray should try
to side with him like Kirkpatrick
and George Gilder. Isn't it illegal
for him not to? Simply, illogical.
For some demented reason,
Newsweek actually tried to define
the two terms which I am begin-
ning to hate most. "Conservatism
at its best seeks international and
economic orders that rationally
dissuade nations from doing one
another harm, while producing
sufficient goods and services to
satisfy human materialneeds. But
liberalism atits best seeks to elimi-
nate from nation's hearts the very
desire to do harm, and to distrib-
ute material goods in ways that
avoid injustice."
Both the forum of Commen-
tary and the review in Newsweek
serve only to push us further from
anideal state wherepeople'sideas
are not categorized as either left
or right, but instead taken as indi-
vidual concepts. Trying to define
me '80's as a good or bad decade
seems as logical as seeing the
United States as victors of the
Cold War. Society is tod ob-
sessed by categorizations to see
just how fragile the world is.
Instead, it is trapped by the sub-
jective viewpoints of its leaders
too ignorant to question, too
unwilling to find answers.
B By Philip Graham
World & Nation Writer
Much has been written in the
past year about America's triumph
in the Cold War. According to
cold warriors and apologists for
the military build-up of the Re-
agan years, the United States'
willingness to challenge the So-
viet Union at every juncture and
match their military spending
dollar for dollar allowed for the
triumph of democracy and free-
dom over Communism and totali-
tarianism. While there is evi-
dence that freedom has triumphed
over political bondage (the Berlin
Wall's demise), one must ques-
tion how this came about, and if
the new world order is indeed a
better one.
The bipolar political power
structure of the Cold War years
created a balance of terror which
ensured peace. Military doctrines
such as "Mutually Assured De-
struction" guaranteed against mili-
tary adventurism. Soviet missiles
targeted on American cities, and
American missiles targeted on
Soviet cities created a no-win situ-
ation in any possible war. The
countries of the world lined up
behind the superpowers in mili-
tary pacts hoping to be protected
under their respective patron's
nuclear umbrellas.
When Ronald Reagan came
to the presidency in 1980 he did
so with an agenda to win the Cold
War. He argued that the United
States was woefully unprepared
militarily, and launched an un-
precedented military spending
campaign. By matching Soviet
defense spending he hoped to win
the war "that could not be won."
At the cost of a national debt in-
crease of over 200 billion dollars
for each of his years in office, he
won the Cold War. The Soviet
economy became unable to fi-
nance its client states, and the
walls in Eastern Europe came
tumbling down.
With unprecedented deficit
spending Reagan managed to
cripple not only the Soviet, but
also the American economy. Our
"victory" in the Cold War made
the United States the number one
debtor nation in the world, cost
over one thousand, billion dol-
lars, and has assured that our gen-
eration will be the first in Ameri-
can history that does not have a
better economic situation than that
of the preceding one.
Our "victory" also has cost
America its superpower status. It
BIG BANT SAYS
DON'T FORGET..
TRIPOD STAFF MEETING 7 PM IN
THE JACKSON BASEMENT
is already becoming clear that
while the UnitedStates was spend-
ing its money on missiles, the
othermembersofour alliance were
developing healthy, dynamic
economies. The bipolar structure
of the Cold War era guaranteed
American dominance in world
affairs; our "victory" leaves us
unable to afford such a position.
The undesirability of the post-Cold
War structure is being demon-
strated at this moment in the Per-
sian Gulf. The American Armed
Forces are in Saudi Arabiaattempt-
ing to win back control of the
proven oil reserves of Kuwait into
friendly hands. Our "victory" in
the Cold War did not give us the
power to stop Saddam Hussein. In
fact, in this first post-Cold War
conflict, it has become obvious
that the American economy is
unable to support the necessary
armed presence in the Gulf. Our
superpower status has been so
undermined by the sad state of
the economy that the American
Armed Forces have become mer-
cenaries.
The Saudis and the Japanese
have rented our services. Our
inability to fund our commitment
in the Gulf has sent Secretary of
State Baker scrounging all over
the world for hand-outs to pay for
it. Japanese, Saudi andEuropean
funds pay American soldiers to
fight this battle.
While the Cold War balance
of terror was not the ideal struc-
ture for peace, it nevertheless
worked for forty-five years. In
our haste to win this war which
was never meant to be fought,
much less won, we have under-
mined the security of the world
and our own position in it. In the
face of huge debt, global insecu-
rity, and declining American
prestige, the Cold War doesn't
look so bad.
Shatalin Plan Spells
New •Economic; Order
For Soviet Union
H By Jay Barba
World & Nation Writer
The Soviet Union is racing
toward radical change again, but
this time it is not Mikhail Gor-
bachev at the wheel. An unknown
economics professor named
Stanilav Shatalin, with his plan of
establishing a total free market
economy in the Soviet Union, is
mounting a new type of leadership
in the torn country. The 500 day
plan, which would spell the end of
Soviet socialism, was quickly
adopted by the Russian Parliament
under the leadership of radical
politician Boris Yeltsin last week.
The Shatalin plan calls for the
transfer of 46,000 industrial firms
to private hands. The government
would keep control of some com-
munications, transportation and
energy firms as well as the defense
industry as a whole. The plan will
splitup larger companies into joint
stock corporations to be sold at
public auctions, while smaller
industries will be offered as a whole
to individuals or partnerships. The
plan also would allow foreign firms
to buy one hundred percent of joint
stock corporations. Soon, the
streets of Moscow and Lenin-
grad could be lined with Honda
dealerships and Burger Kings.
And the new label on designer
merchandise might actually say
"Made in the Soviet Union."
Mr. Gorbachev, the leader
known for providing the initial
spark for change in the Soviet
Union, has recently been bogged
down in indecision. The Shatalin
plan takes power away from him
and the central government, by
giving it to the fifteen Soviet
The problem behind the short-
ages is inefficiency. The bread
shortage would not exist if the
Soviet Union merely had the tech-
nology to harvest and transport
grain, and to bake bread more ef-
ficiently. The Soviets more than
ever need American technology,
from bread baking to oil drilling.
Hopefully, we can forge a new
relationship with the Soviet Un-
ion, one that is a long way away
from the "Evil Empire" days of
the Reagan era,
TRIPOD
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Bob Dvlan One of Life's 100 Most Important Americans
J „. ..4.J.L. j : , , , , : i i t ^ ran™ he. covers is enormous. Stevie Ray Vaughan.
H By Edna Gundersen
USA TODAY
On the opening day of the
Nebraska State Fair in Lincoln,
Bob Dylan is the star attraction,
performing a rocking 90 minutes
of mostly early hits. Most of the
Devaney Sports Center's 6,000
cheering fans are college students
who weren' t yet born when rock' s
poetic revolutionary held a gen-
eration rapt with the show's cli-
max, "Like a Rolling Stone."
It has been 30 years since he left
college himself to stake a claim in
the Greenwich Village folk scene.
How does it feel?
"In some ways, it felt older to be
30 than to be 60 or however old
they say I am," Dylan says after
the show.
"How old am I now?" He's 49.
"That's what they say, but nobody
kno'ws my real birth date," he
counters teasingly.
His take on aging: "You. just
can't help it."
Dylan, whose new "Under the
Red Sky" album is out this week,
is the only living rocker in Life
magazine's list of the century's
100 most important Americans.
Still godlike to many, he admits
he's less hungry these days.
"You reach a certain place and
that's sufficient,"hesays. "Some-
timesthereisnohigher.Howmuch
higher can Michael Jackson go?
Or Madonna? You get your terri-
torj^ and you're content with that."
Friendly and direct, Dylan talks
freely about his work — in the
present tense, anyway. He steers
clear of ancienthistory (the 1960s),
Dylan mythology or anything
remotely personal.
"People can learn everything
about me through my songs, if
they know where to look. They,
can juxtapose them with certain
other songs and draw a clear pic-
ture. But why would anyone want
to know about me? It's ridicu-
lous." . ,
Informed that his childhood
home in Hibbing, Minn., recently
sold for $84,000 (twice its ap-
praised value), Dylan says only,
"Well, they better check the fur-
nace."
Clad in a crisp white shirt, cap,
jeans and heavy black boots,
Dylan
clutches a cup of coffee back-
stage. Clearly tired, he is none-
theless witty and enthusiastic,
. even as he faces a 334-mile bus
ride to Hannibal, Mo., for the
next flight's show.
For the third year running,
Dylan has surfaced with a tour
and album. "Red Sky" is the 36th
in a canon dating to 1962. The
Traveling Wilburys' second al-
bum — "a whole lot better than
the first," he promises — was
recorded last spring and is due in
October. A tour may follow, if
Dylan, George Harrison, Tom
Petty and Jeff Lynne can coordi-
nate schedules.
"It's not a drain at all," he says
of this year's frantic pace. "Billy
Idol's got the right idea. It's a
charmed life. It beats nine-to-
five now, it did then and it will to-
morrow.
"You gotta stick it out, though.
That's really all there is at the end
of the line in this business. B.B.
King and Chuck Berry are still
working. Little Richard is as good
now as he was then."
Dylanologists debate whether
the constantly evolving performer
is as good now as when he trans-
formed pop with his nasal sing-
ing, literary imagery and folk-
rock meld.
"He doesn't have a problem
living up to his past," says Ian
Woodward, British author of 'The
Wicked Messenger,' the 10-year-
old definitive Dylan newsletter.
"People's expectations are the
problem."
Woodwardrecently heard Dylan
perform a staggering repertoire
over six London concerts. "The
range he covens is enormous.
There's a strain in music that goes
back to small-town America:
rockabilly, rock V roll, rhythm
and blues, folk and country. He's
keeping that strain oT music alive.
Idon'tsce anyone who could carry
that baton."
Yet the most quoted .songwriter
of our time approaches his work
with a journeyman's humble
dedication.
"It's just another record," Dylan
says of 'Red Sky.' "You can only
make the records as good as you
can and hope Ihey sell."
"Red Sky's" 10 originals are
less introspective than the atmos-
pheric
confessions of last year's "Oh
Mercy." Dylan's playful, mini-
malistic lyrics are set to bouncy
rock, fleshed out by George Har-
rison, Elton John and the late
Stevie Ray Vaughan.
The title cut, about a boy and
girl "baked in a pie," is a
(irirnmlike
fairytale "intentionally broad and
slum, so you can draw all kinds of
conclusions,"" Dylan says. "TV
Talkin" Song," a wry attack on
television ami false gods, is based
on a speech he ami rocker Dave
Siewart heard in London's Hyde
Park.
The lighter fare, like the wag-
gish romp "Wiggle Wiggle," elic-
ited a lukewarm review from
Rolling Stone. "Good reviews
don't hurt you, but they don't help
either," Dylan says dtsmissivcly.
"It's better to have a record the
critics hate that sells 10 million
copies than one the critics love
that sells 10."
('•X'onyrixht I'm, USA TOIMYl
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Freshmen Find Stress in Leaving for College
if By Mary Bethmarklcin
USA TODAY
For freshman Wendy Haral-
son, living on a college campus
915 miles from Mom and Dad
means being able to stay out late
without being reminded that it's a
school night.
It means meeting new people
and "being able to start a life of
my own."
But if life at Southern Method-
ist University inpallas sometimes
seems like "one big slumber
party," there have been other
times, Haralson says, when "I felt
really alone."
She discovered that during the
first week of classes.
"I was sitting in the student
center and had gotten a letter from
my father, the first emotional let-
ter I ever really received from my
father, and I just started crying,"
says Haralson, 18, whose parents
live in Tuscon. "I was one person
in a monstrous school."
Such is the emotional roller
coaster of freshman year.
"They're so exited about not
having anyone to tell them what
to do, but they're also worried
(about whether) they can handle
it," says Karen Levin Coburn of
Washington Univesity in St.
Louis.
In many ways, those concerns
haven't changed.
But freshman concerns have
been "magnified by new vari-
ables," says John Gardner, direc-
tor of National Conferences for
the Freshman Year Experience,
organized by the University of
South Carolina.
"Freshmen are much more
anxious than they were 10 years
ago," he says, citing alcohol and
drug abuse, cultural differences,
campus security, violence, sexu-
ality and personal relationships in
the age of AIDS as newer campus
issues.
Gardner began conducting con-
ferences eight years ago to help
educators help freshmen survive
that first difficult year.
The concern is also practical:
Some studies some that almost
half the students who drop out do
so during their freshman year or
soon after.
In a pilot program this year,
Southern Methodist University
offered a three-day orientation
camp to freshmen "to enhance
their academic success, build their
community and ease adjustment
to campus social life," say Patri-
Methods used to fail asleep
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cia Terrell, SMU vice president
for student affairs.
Held at a lake north of Dallas
just before classes began, the
Mustang Corral program intro-
duced 65 students to the univer-
sity, its history and opportunities
for campus leadership. Partici-
pants learned how to cope with
inevitable adjustments, like deal-
ing with roommates and manag-
ing time.
"Right now, almost all of my
free time is spent studying," says
Maury Hebert, an 18-year-old
SMU freshman.
SMU's program is one example
of the growing attention paid to
freshman on campuses.
The University of South Caro-
lina offers courses covering top-
ics such as career planning, per-
sonal values and healthy lifestyles.
Philadelphia's Drexel Univer-
sity and George Mason Univer-
sity in northern Virginia created
freshmen centers with staff who
act as student advocates and coun-
sel and provide leadership devel-
opment,
Efforts appear to be paying off.
Since offering an intensive two-
week program to incoming fresh-
man five years ago, the retention
rate at the University of Puget
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Wallace Laboratories survey of 1,000 adults
Sound in Washington has in-
creased from HO percent to lX)
percent, Administration alsocredit
the orientation with helping to
reduce the number of freshmen
put on probation, which occurs
when a student's grade point
average drops below a (",
"It allays a lot of fears," says
Lisa Matye, a senior. "By the time
you
start school, you know where to
go •— where the computer centers
are, where the libraries are. Jt gives
you a sense of confidence and a
sense of community,"
•Still, many college administra-
tors agree the key to a successful
transition begins at home, Many
orientation sessions now focus on
helping parents help their kids.
"There are all kinds of built-in
supports that didn't exist 15 years
ago in terms of orientataion pro-
grams," Coburn says.
Even so, freshmen inevitably
discover that "the reality is...there
isn't going to be anyone, at college
who is going to be as interested in
them" as Mom or Dad, Coburn
says. "No one is going to care as
much about their day."
^Copyright 1990, USA TODAY I
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CBS Trys to Cash in on Green Fever
Julie Stacey, Gannett News Service
9 By MattRoush
USA TODAY
Save the planet. Kill
"E.A.R.T.H. Force." (CBS, Sun-
day, 9 pm EDT/PDT).
Isn't there already enough pol-
lution on the airwaves? The last
thing environmentalists need is a
show that turns them into stiff
laughing stocks.
Taking the hot '90s theme of
Our Dying Planet and wrapping it
into a '70s hokey action package,
this earthbound farce is the silliest
show to come along since "Bay-
watch." At least that had bouncy
music videos.
Actually, one of the force is
reminiscent of Baywatch's shark
bait, Shawn Weatherly. Tiffany
Lamb—no kidding—is abundle
of blond banality as a crack ma-
rine biologist.
In the plodding movie pilot,
followed in weeks to come by a
presumed quick death on Satur-
days, Tiffany is teamed with a
snarly zoologist, a nuclear physi-
cist turned activist ("Even Green-
peace finds him too radical"), an
action-hero mercenary and Gil
Gerard as a surgeon who's been
everywhere from Vietnam to
Bhopal to Chernobyl.
Summoned into action by a
dying industrialist whose nuke
plant has been sabotaged by plu-
tonium thiefs, these guys aren't
just holier than thou. They're
woodener than thou.
In future episodes, the zoologist
is nowhere to be seen. We can
presume he got a real job.
While this squad's heart may be
in the right place, few will take
comfort in a corporate money-
bags footing their bill. Gerard
admits it's "a deal with the devil,
but if we don't do it, we'll all go to
hell." Like CBS on Saturday
nights is better.
As the richman's liaison, Joanna
Pacula is an exotic zombie, mis-
taking phonetic precision for act-
ing. But she's in perfect stride
with a show that finds a hero
knocking sense into pesky con-
trol rods to avert nuclear melt-
down.
We can all take comfort that
Mother Earth will survive long
after
"E.A.R.T.H. Force" is barely
remembered landfill
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY!
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Universities Ignore Off Campus Crime
g By Denise Kalette
USA TODAY
Universities, which traditionally
dissociate themselves from crimes
off campus, may have a duty to
warn students of crimes occur-
ring beyond their borders, says a
top campus-crime lawyer.
That might come as a surprise to
many administrators and campus
police. Few universities routinely
report all on-campus crimes, and
they almost never provide pro-
spective students with statistics
or warnings about crimes off
campus, even in places where
large numbers of students live or
congregate.
At least eight states, including
Florida, require state schools to
report campus crime, but those
laws do not target off-campus
crime.
"You simply cannot ignore the
off-campus issue," says Edward
Lynch Jr., general counsel for the
International Association of
Campus Law Enforcement Ad-
ministrators. He says the issue is
whether schools are "creating a
reasonable risk of harm" by not
warning of dangers.
Michael Clay Smith, professor
of criminal justice at the Univer-
sity of Southern Mississippi, says
a "landmark" 1984 California
Supreme Court case established
that colleges have a duty to warn
of on-campus dangers. "I've been
expecting this off-campus hous-
ing issue, particularly at institu-
tions that don't have adequate
housing for students, to become a
big issue. I've been warning
people that this is something col-
leges need to address." If they
don't they could face whopping
legal settlements, he says?
Informed students can take
precautions, says Jerrold Witsil,
director of public safety at Prince-
ton University. Most Princeton
students live oncampus, but Witsil
says the campus was shaken by
the off-campus murder of an eld-
erly woman during the late 1980s.
Are students targeted by crimi-
nals? "Why not?" says Witsil.
They're naive, they leave doors
unlocked, and they have expen-
sive possessions such as TVs and
computers. "Portable TVs, com-
puters. Everything is small and
compact now, and easily re-
moved."
On-campus residences tend to
be more secure than most off-
campus apartments, but many
large state institutions do not have
enough dorm space to house all
their students.
The University of Florida house s
about 9,000 of its 34,000 students.
"We turned away 400 to 500 stu-
dents" this year, says housing
director James Grimm. He says
"It would take a staff of many
people" to evaluate off-campus
housing, He says proposals to
build more dorms like the $7.5
million residence opening in
December get local landlords "up
in arms."
A new $7.5-million, 400-stu-
dent residence hall opens in De-
cember.
"Parents want their kids to live
on campus," adds Dean Jim Scott.
But legislators, who control build-
ing, require dorms to be self-sup-
porting.
Still, the university's new presi-
dent, John Lombardi, says he is
committed to more on-campus
housing.
Freshmen get first shot at the
spots. The rest go to upperclass-
men via lottery. Hence, three-
fourths of the students live off-
campus, many in what Alachua
County Crisis Center Director
Marshall Knudson calls "student
ghettos" where security is "poor"
and crime rates are high.
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY!
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Olympics profits
What recent Summer Olympic
sites netted, in 1990 dollars:
1988 Seoul
(in millions)
1972 Munich
Note: Financial
information for
1980 Olympics in
Moscow is unavailable.
Source: U.S. Olympic Committee, IMF Sam Ward, Gannett News Service
Saftey Tips for the Brain Dead
i l By Denise Kalette
USA TODAY
These safety tips offered to
students in Gainesville by cam-
pus police and Alachua County
Sheriffs deputies could help stu-
dents anywhere:
— Are exterior and apartment
doors secure? Use peepholes,
deadbolts. Change locks in a new
apartment. Some landlords pay
Call for Protection of Pacific Northwest's Forests
H By David Steves
Gannett News Service
WASHINGTON — A grass-
I roots environmentalist group
flexed its muscles in a rally at the
Capitol Sunday, calling for Con-
gress to protect old-growth for-
ests from clear-cut logging and
road construction.
The Save America's Forests
rally attracted close to 800 people
from throughoutthe United States.
Organizers said the day-long event
demonstrated the heightened
public concern over the fate of the
Pacific Northwest forests.
"We're seeing a very serious
destruction of our ancient forest
ecosystems," said Mark Winstein,
a director of Save America's
Forests, a coalition of about 40
environmental groups nationwide.
"People want that to change. They
want their voices to be heard."
Grass-roots activism surround-
ing the Pacific Northwest timber
controversy will swing in the
opposite direction Monday, when
about 200 timber workers and their
supporters from Oregon, Wash-
ington, and northern California
are expected'to meet at the Capi-
tol for a rally calling for continued
logging on federal forest land.
Both groups plan to spend the
week lobbying U.S. lawmakers
as they work on legislation that
could bring historic change to the
way the Northwest forests are
managed.
Among the bills before Con-
gress are measures that would
protect millions of acres of fed-
eral forest land from logging and
legislation aimed at assuring a
steady flow of logs from federal
forests to Northwest timber mills.
The White House, meanwhile,
continues to delay its decision on
a plan to protect the northern
spotted owl, a threatened species
that inhabits the dense old-growth
forests of the Pacific Northwest.
Save America's Forests sup-
ports a bill by Rep. Jim Jontz, D-
Ind., that calls for as much as 8
million acres of Northwesttimber
to be preserved.
The group opposes several other
legislative proposals, including
bills by Republican Sen. Mark
Hatfield and Democratic Rep. Les
AuCoin, both of Oregon, that
would allow continued logging of
federal forest lands in the North-
west, at cutting levels close to
those currently allowed.
The rally's atmosphere was
anything but militant. Musicians
performed acoustic folk tunes, and
audience members sang along.
Actor River Phoenix was the most
widely known speaker at the event,
which drew heavily from college
campuses.
Wendell Wood, conservation
coordinator for the Oregon Natu-
ral Resources Council, said he
was heartened to see people from
all over the United States calling
for protection of Northwest for-
ests.
"This has become a national
issue. The people from all over
the country care about our for-
ests," he said.
Many in the crowd supported
that view.
Ben Silver, a college student
from Cleveland, Ohio, said he
opposed current federal forest
management policies in the North-
west because they allow a few
companies to profit from trees
that belong to the entire country.
"This clear-cutting is going on
national forests that belong to all
Americans — regardless where
you live or whether you're ever
going to step foot there or not," he
said.
Save America's Forests was
formed recently by a group of
environmentalists dissatisfied
with such national mainstream
environmental groups as the Si-
erra Club, the Wilderness Soci-
ety, and the National Wildlife
Federation.
"We're on the ecological bas-
ketball team, but some people
don't want to play basketball.
They want to play political let's
make a deal," Tim Hermach, di-
rector of the Native Forest Coun-
cil in Eugene, Ore., said, accusing
national environmental groups of
being too compromising in their
dealing with timber interests and
lawmakers.
While environmentalists have
focused most intensely on protec-
tion of federal forests in Oregon,
Washington, and northern Cali-
fornia, Sunday's rally called for
an end to clear-cut logging in
Virginia, Georgia, and through-
out the United States.
Andy Mahler, a forest protec-
tion leader from southern Indi-
ana, said there has been growing
popular support for efforts to block
timber sales on the Hoosier Na-
tional Forest, which produces
some of the most valuable hard-
wood in the United States.
"People realty do not want log-
ging in that national forest,"
Mahler said.
for installation,
— Don't open your door to any
strangers, including repairmen or
police. Ask for identification and
call their office to verify their
identity.
—Reinforce a sliding glass door
with a two-by-four or piece of
pipe.
—Don't hide keys outside. Use
only your last name on a mailbox.
— Don't study or jog alone at
night, and don'twear headphones
when jogging. Pay attention to
sounds near you.
— Use the buddy system. Tell
friends where you're going, what
route you'll take and estimated
time of arrival,
— Keep your key in hand be-
fore reachingyourbuilding orcar.
— Use school transit instead of
walking after dark.
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAYI
Apple College Information Net-
work
CAVE BEVERAGE SERVICES
MONDAY - SATURDAY
8:00 PM - 12 MIDNIGHT
fcfc *THURSDAY NIGHT Bud Light Night $1,25 btl.[
P i l l " *FRIDAY NIGHT Rolling Rock Night $1.25 WI, |
*WEEKLY AMERICAN BOUTIQUE Beer Specials $2.00 M
*MIINCHIE SEECIAL*
Cheeseburger or Slice of Cheese. Pizza
for .95$ with Beverage Stamp
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NEA Debate Discusses Art's Role In Society
Russ:
Some fims are dominated by
excellent performances, some by
dazzling special effects, some by
dialogue, and once in a rare while
a film can be dominated by the
special touch of an extraordinary
director. Good Fellas is such a
film, a real tour de force for direc-
tor Martin Scorsese.
Dizzying. The whirlwind
direction combined with an al-
most surrealistic group of under-
world characters and a plot that
traces the rise and fall of a group
of mafiosos with sometimes grue-
some depiction creates a film that
is mesmerizing and absolutely
dizzying. When it all ended, I
needed to catch my breath. You
would never guess that the film is
nearly two and a half hours long!
See Good Fellas. Plain and
simple. If not, forty years from
now, you'll still be wishing you
had.
Liz:
Now this is what I call a
FILM!! I've been waiting with
breathless anticipation to relish in
Good Fellas, and it was truly
everything I thought it would be.
Yet of course, how could any-
thing by my favorite director in
the world, Martin Scorsese, be
less than wonderful?
The film is based on Nicho-
las Pileggi's bookWiseeuv. which
tells the true story of a mob infor-
mant. This character is a goo-
dfella named Henry Hill (played
with charm and passion by Ray
Liotta, who I predict will soon
become a major star). The film is
subtitledin adverrjsments, "Three
decades of life in the mafia," but
it is truly so much more than that.
It depicts a young boy's seduction
into the world of fast money and
violence, where one has a liscence
to do anything..
So, Good Fellas has many of
the Scorsese trademarks—the old
rock tunes, the swirling, never-at-
rest camera—yet I also see it as a
departure for Marty. This is like
a grown up version of Mean
Streets. There are the same re-
markably real characters, yet they
are no longer small time hoods.
They've grown up, because Scors-
ese has grown up. The amazing
thing about this film is how we are
fascinated by these characters and
their lives, when we have been
classically trained to think of them
as the villains. This is so real that
it falls somewhere between The
Godfather and Married to the
Mob, and it is powerful like the
former while having the twisted
humor of the latter. Yet all in all,
Good Fellas is its own stupen-
dous film.
mBy COURTNEY STERRO
Arts Writer
If the nineteen eighties
marked the decade of greed, the
nineteen nineties might just be
dubbed the decade of complex
questions. Abortion. Sexism.
Homophobia. Euthanasia. Ra-
cism. Religion. ART. These
issues, and the broad and intense
debate surrounding their denota-
tions, sparks not only the tongue
but also the mind.
Last Thursday in Good-
win Theater, the congressional
debate on the National Endow-
ment for the Arts was addressed
in a public forum sponsored
jointly by Austin Arts Center and
Real Art Ways of Hartford.
The lecture focused com-
pound argumentation both par-
ticularly on governmental fund-
ing for the arts and questions of
censorship and unspecifically on
issues such as paternalistic law
and liberty.
The well-attended event,
beginning with a brief talk by
Jeffry Walker, Director of the
Austin Arts Center, included a
panel of four speakers: Patrick
McCaughy, director of
Hartford's Wadsworth Athe-
naeum; Christopher Manion, a
former top-level aid to U.S.
Senator Jesse Helms; Mitzi
Yates-Waterhousc, a member of
the Greater Hartford Arts Coun-
cil among other important local
arts support groups; and Jock
Reynolds, a NEA grant recipient
and director of the Attison Gal-
lery in Andover, Massachusetts.
Will Wilkins, the executive di-
rector of Real Art Ways, moder-
ated the discussion.
in recent times, especially
after stagedexhibitions ol Robert
Mapplethorpe's photographs in
Cincinatti and Hartford and pub-
lication of works like Andre
Serano's Flss_QiDs.i. publicly
funded art has come under politi-
cal attack and media scrutiny. As
a result, the pane I urged listeners
to individually consider the social
responsibility of the arts and the
place and worth of art in the lives
of American citizens.
Jock Reynolds opened
the talk by citing "freedom of the
arts as a basic freedom." He, like
three other panel members, sup-
ported the reauthorization of
NEA. Reynolds found questions
of obscenity and political action
cursory, rather believing that
artists will say, make, and depict
whatever it is that they loci
compelled to represent despite
implications of guidelines for
decency and public decorum.
Mitzi Yates-Waterfiotise
not only spoke on the necessity
for governmental funding of the
arts but also talked of the impor-
tance of initiating more inilu
sionary monetary support for an
enterprises. She reminded the
audience that while prestigious
and long-respected art forms such
as ballet and musical theater
receive much corporate and pri-
vate funding, support tor "low
brow" arts like folk art. modern
experimental dance ami theater
groups, and minority shows nei-
ther receive ample funds nor
generous public consideration.
"The arts," she reminded, "are in
a siege."
When responding to ac-
cusations that federally-spon-
sored artists might produce por-
nographic works, Manion claims
it is "not a fear j butl a judgment."
Manion also discussed
the fact that though an artist may
choose to mock or degrade
religious .subjects, the NUA docs
not elect to subsidize art that
advocates denominational val-
ues. This, he claimed, can be
viewed as censorship of religious
themes and one of the costly and
unfair double standards applied
lo governmeiitally funded art
projects.
Lastly, M o r e the open
debate, Patrick MeCaughy deliv-
ered a dialogue addressing the
cultural prestige of art. Concen-
trating less on Manion's particu-
lars of law and policy, his firmly
statetl rhetoric moved the audi-
ence to frequently applaud. "Art
is major to any civilization," he
exclaimed.
Under law, decisions
on criteria fur obscenity and pro-
fanity vary from state to state
legisiatuie; however, McCaughy
strongly voiced that in demo-
cratic America no such guidelines
should exist philosophically.
Instead, he remarked that law-
unikeis and art philanthropists
should tmst the iu»»d sense of
American cin/.ens and avoid no-
tions ul cs.|<ctyaliuti. lor,"Ui dis-
trust is fo in: un American,
HOLIDAY HEALTH CLUB
1031 New Britain Ave.
West Hartford
SPECIAL OFFER:
25% savings for all Trinity College faculty and students
October 11-18,1990
For information, contact Stephanie Sona or Pat 935-5779
Prices as low as $19/month
GIVE HOLIDAY HEALTH CLUB A LOOK
IT WILL DO YOUR BODY RIGHT.
^ m* mm mm mm mm-mm mm mm mm »m «»**»»>« *"*'''
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Squash Courts Nearing Completion
M By Adam. > Cahill
S/wr.v IV/wr .
Last May, construction of a
new squash facility began at the
Ferris Athletic Center. The proj-
ect is now in full in swing, and by
its completion in the spring, Trin-
ity will be equipped with courts
that men's varsity squash coach
John Anz describes as being "as
good as, if not better than, any
others in the country."
The actual building of the
courts may have started less than
a year ago, but the plans for im-
proved complex date back much
further. When the Ferris Athletic
Center was built in the 1960's, it
was designed to house 11 new
squash courts to replace Trinity's
original courts, which were built
in 1929. Due to a lack of funds, an
entire section of the center, that
which would have held the new
courts, was never built.
The money for the present
project became available as a
result of Trinity's capital cam-
paign which raised over $40 mil-
lion for the college between 1984
and 1989.
The new facility will contain
7 American courts as well as 3
international courts. The 10 courts,
all built with glass back walls,
will surround a large lounge area
with the capacity to hold up to 150
spectators for matches. Accord-
ing to Athletic Director Rick
Hazelton, the project is costing
about $2 million.
Perhaps the greatest asset of
the new courts is that, if neces-
sary, the American courts can
easily be converted into interna-
tional courts. This is an important
factor because, as Coach Anz
predicts, "within 10 or 12 years,
collegiate squash will turn to the
international game." One of the
signs that this change is coming is
the fact that squash is likely to
become an Olympic sport in 1996
and it will be played in the inter-
national style. At this point,
Americans are not skilled enough
to compete at the international
level because they are not used to
the game, and in order to remedy
the situation, international squash
mat replace American squash
throughout the country.
At this point, Trinity is one of
only two schools in the U.S. that
has international courts. As Anz
simply stated, "the genius of our
facility is that it's convertible
when the time comes, and it surely
will come."
Trinity's squash program,
which is traditionally very strong,
will only be enhanced by the new
center. While competing at the
highest level of NCAA play,
Trinity's women finished last year
ranked fifth and the men were
eighth in the nation. As Anz said,
"the top rate courts can only help
recruiting."
The addition to Ferris is
undoubtedly a bonus for the
squash program, but questions
were raised as to why money was
not allocated to the swimming
program, which are also in dire
need of new arenas. According to
swim coach Chet McPhee, the
existing 4 lane pool "seriously
hampers my recruiting. Last year
I had five divers who were inter-
ested in coming to Trinity and
afterthey saw the pool, they didn't
even bother to apply." He added
that, "unless a kid has a special
reason to come to Trinity, a seri-
ous swimmer will go to another
school."
A Look AtTheNewSquash Courts.
While no official decisions
have been reached, there does
appear to be some hope that the
pool may be improved. The new
squash courts are being con-
structed with the option of plac-
ing a new pool beneath them. It
would not be an extremely diffi-
PhotoByS.Muik
cult job, because the space is ready
and, as Hazelton said, "all we'd
have to do is fill in the ends of the
building, dig a pool, and put in
plumbing." Although the future
looks bright for the swim team,
Hazelton stressed that "the plans
have yet to be approved by the
Trustees."
Men's Soccer Defeats Nichols and MIT To Remain Undefeated
Sports Staff Report
The Trinity College men's
soccer team continued it's win-
ning ways this week by defeating
Nichols and MIT, both by shut-
outs. The week began with the
booters from Nichols College
arriving at Trinity on a gloomy
Wednesday afternoon. They have
been a very weak team in the past
and this year was no exception.
Trinity let them into the game
early and turned an afternoon
"walk in the park" into a trying
game with a sub-par squad. At
halftime the lead was 2-0 for Trin-
ity, despite a poor performance
by the entire team. The bright
spots were the occasional glimpses
of the team we know and love, as
well as the two goals.
Captain Pat "Macker"
McCabe opened the scoring with
a goal at the 21st minute by run-
ning through the defense to get his
foot on the bouncing ball inside
the six yard box and direct it into
the back of the net. Senior goalie
Scott Zoltowski was in net for the
Bants and earned his, and the
teams, first shutout of the season.
"Z" was tested early but remained
strong and stopped the only two
shots that the Nichols offense
could send his way. Junior Peter
Alegi put the Bants up by two
with his "theft" from the Nichols
netminder. Alegi waited until the
goalie coughed up the ball, as we
all knew he would, and proceeded
to bury it in the side twine.
Coach Mighten rallied his
team at halftime and sparked the
men back into form as the second
half showed positive steps to play-
ing the way the team could. The
games only other tally came at the
84"1 minute, as Junior Dennis
Cormier came off the bench to net
the third goal with a volley from
Ralph Fiero that rippled the net
and scared the Nichols goalie.
The next game came on a
rainy Saturday afternoon on the
soggy Trinity pitch, As the sum-
mer came to an end, so did MIT's
chances for an undefeated season.
Trinity came out hard and dic-
tated play early on, and never
looked back. Although the refe-
ree wouldn't stop flashing yellow
cards to the likes of John Ramsey,
Peter Alegi, and William Delancy
Rpsselli Del Turco for tough play,
the Bants kept their composure.
Behind the solid goalkeeping of
Junior Jeff Ward(7 saves), the
Bantam defense stopped cold all
MIT advances and showed why
the ranking of 9"1 in the latest New
England Division III soccer poll
was no fluke. Trinity's offense
continued to thwart MIT's goalie
and it was only a matter of time
before he would falter. Although
the score was tied leading into
halftime, the Bants knew it was
their game.
Coach Mighten made some
tactical changes and the teamed
rallied. Behind solid defense and
midfield play of senior Craig "H"
Hyland the team continued to
flood the box in hopes of sealing
their third consecutive victory.
The hopes paid off in the 70th
minute as John "Caveman"
Twitchell headed in a corner kick
from Peter Alegi for the games
only tally from three yards out.
Trinity remained strong the rest
of the game and went on to win
their third, 1-0.
Quality goalkeeping, solid
defensive effort by all, and hard
work on and off the field has
helped Trinity men's soccer keep
their record spotless and their
goals alive.
W. Soccer Continues To
Roll With Win Over WNEC
Continued from page 14
Saturday the Bantams took
on Amherst in the rain at home.
The game was deadlocked at 0-0
until the visitors got on the board
with a goal courtesy of freshman
Julie Veit. The Bantams evened
the score at one when Lea Macaro
put one in the Amherst net. The
score remained tied until the nd of
regulation time.
The two teams then began
the first of two 15 minute over-
times. Less than fourrninutes into
the first overtime, Trinity had a
chance with a cornerkick from the
left side of the goal. The ball went
out of bounds off of an Amherst
player, giving Trinity another
opportunity from the corner. Af-
ter a scramble, it went out again,
giving Trinity a chance from the
right side.
 t
The kick was right.on.the
mark, in tlie center of the goal
area. Following a deflection,
Hewitt gave the Bantams the lead
with an exceptional header past
the Amherst netminder. Trinity
maintained the ame kind of pres-
sure until the final horn signaled a
2-1 Trinity triumph.
I STANLEY fit KAPLAN
da Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances
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October in Oakland: Can They Take the Cake Sans Quake?
The end of the baseball season is upon us, which means it is time to forecast the
division races and playoff games. This year's races are closer than usual, with two
races going down to the wire. This makes the last weekend of the season very
important and may make me seem veiy stupid. I'll start in the National League.
NL West. Cincinnati got off to an unbelievable start but they have struggled
to play .500 ball since then. Still, they are too tough for the only remaining
contender, Los Angeles. Cincinnati has the strongest pitching staff in the division,
and also leads the NL in batting. Los Angeles is held together by Ramon Martinez,
Eddie Murray and a prayer. Cincinnati will win going away.
Over in the NL East, it has quietly become a three team race, with Montreal
sneaking up on the Mets and Pittsburgh. Montreal is have a fairy-tale season with
phenomenal rookie years from just about everybody: Still, they are not strong
enough and will fall just a little short.
The Mets, baseball's biggest underachievers, have a pitching staff second only
to Oakland. But, they can't seem to put it together. Leadership is sorely lacking on
this club. When the Pirates had a critical six-game losing streak last week they still
held on to first-place thanks to some critical losses by the Mets. Getting swept in
a doubleheader last Thursday by Montreal killed the Mets. National League
Manager of the Year Jim Leyland and his Pirates are going to sneak away with this
division.
Sports Analysis by Tim Richman
The National League playoffs are going to go the distance, as the Cincinnati
reds and Pittsburgh Pirates are very evenly matched teams. The Pirates have the
better offense, with an unbelievable outfield of Andy Van Slyke, Bobby Bonilla,
and MVP front-runner Barry Bonds. Their pitching is led by Cy Young candidate
Doug Drabek. The Reds starting pitching is solid if not spectacular, and they have
the stronger relief pitching led by "Nasty Boys" Randy Myers and Rob Dibble.
Look for Eric Davis to catch fire and be named MVP of this series. Cincinnati 4-
3.
Moving on over to the American League, we begin again in the West. Jose.
Rickey. McGwire. Stew. Welch. Eck. Hendu. Acquiring Harold Baines and
Willie McGee for Felix Jose! This team is unbelievable. This race was over before
it ever began.
Now to the AL East. We are looking at two perennial chokers fighting it out
for this crown, the Boston Red Sox and the Toronto Blue Jays. The Blue Jays, not
quite the underachievers the Mets are, are the stronger of the two teams. Strength-
ened by the recent acquisition of veteran left-handed pitcher Bud Black, the Jays
seem to be making the right moves.
Boston has a better than average offense and good starting pitching, but their
relief pitching is bad. That could be critical as the last three games of the season
are played by these two teams in Boston. This series could prove to be pivotal.
Boston needs a healthy recovery and return to form of Roger Clemens to have any
chance. Boston had aniceride, but theirpitching has been showing its inexperience
as of late in losing some critical games.
Toronto, with big wins over Baltimore last year, knows il can win. Boston (sec 1918)
does not. Baseball is a game of streaks, and Toronto is the learn on the winning streak now,
A quick look at the American League playoffs. Oakland (see above). Included among
that scary bunch of players are, possibly, Ihe AL Batting Leader (Henderson), NL Batting
Leader (McGee), 2nd and 3rd places in the home run title (Canseco and McGwire), on base
pctg. leader and stolen base leader (Henderson), and major league team KR A leader. Top
that all of with the greatest season ever by a relief pitcher (Hckersley). Toronto will put up
a better fight than Boston would muster (remember Clemens was 0-3 against Stewart) but
it will not be nearly enough. Oakland 4-1.
The World Series is going to be another cake, walk for the A\s. 'The A's have the best
pitching in all of baseball, and stronger pitching will beat stronger hitting in any World Series
(seeLosAngeles's 1988 victory over these same Athletics). Thai would matter if Cincinnati
had stronger hitting, but it doesn't.
Oakland is stronger than the Reds at every position on the Held wiili the exception,
possibly, of third base. But I could play third base for the A's and Ihey would still have no
trouble winning. Supposing every ball bounces Cincinnati's way, they may win a game or
two. But, we will see repeat World Champions for the first lime, since the 1T/7-7H Yankees.
Oakland 4-1.
Women's Soccer Crushes WNEC
• By Cara Cahalan
Sports Writer
After last week's loss to Bowdoin,
the women's soccer team defeated West-
ern New England College 5-0, the same
score as last year's contest against WNEC.
As the game started, Maureen Strickland
'92 scored the first goal for the Bantams
with only three minutes elapsed from the
clock. Strickland's goal was unassisted
and a beautiful shot, to the left corner of
the net. Nearly twenty minutes later,
Strickland assisted a goal scored by de-
fender Lea Macaro '93. The last goal of
the half was knocked in by co-captian
Catherine Hewitt '91, off of sophomore
Julie Edlund's assist.
At the end of the first half, Trinity had
accumulated 14 shots on goal compared to
the Golden Bears' three. The second half
was far from different. The Bants accu-
mulated two goals. Thefirslcame from junior
Sally Thayer, who was Trinity's high scorer
last season. The outstanding shot was scored
twenty-five minutes into tin; hulf off co-cup-
tain Chris Lindsay's '1>I assist. Trinity's final
point of the contest was scored with only 1:22
left on the clock. Sophomore Julie Roy put
the ball in the net after ii was (.•entered by
Thayer.
Defensively Kristin Diesel H '4, Merrill
Richardson ' l)2, and Macaro kept WNHCon
the defensive. In repented attempts down
field, Ihe Golden Bears were only able to
accumulate seven shots on the Trinity goal-
keeper, Allison Bolk '°3. Defender Bcsa
Player '93 was impressive as she saw her first
game time since a severe leg injury last sea-
son.
Denise Tsuimis '93 and Kris Mills '92
also had noteworthy performances in Trinity's
defeat of WNHC
1'U'it.w Hint In l>ilf,>i' l.i
HIGH SPIRITS LIQUORS
Visa and Mastercard Accepted
Week Four in the NFL
Sunday^ Sept. 30
12:00 Tainpalay at
1:00 Chicago at
1:00 Dallas at
1:00 Denver at
1:00 Green Bay at
1:00 Houston at
1:00 Indianapolis at
1:00 Miami at
3:00 Cleveland at
4:00 N. Y. Jets at
5:00 Washington at
Monday, Oct. 1
6:00 Cincinnati at
Minnesota
L. A, Raiders
N. Y. Giants
Buffalo
Detroit'
San Diego
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Kansas City
New England
Phoenix
Seattle
Rick's. Picks
Minn, by 14
Chi. by 6
N. Y. by 17
Den. by 3
Det. by 3
S. D. by 7
Phil, by 17
Pitt, by 10
K. C. by 10
N.Y.by3
Wash, by 13
Cin. by 17
Mil's Best 1/2
Busch 1/2
Rolling Rock 1/4
Rolling Rock 1/2
Budweiser 1/4
Budweiser 1/4
Miller Genuine Draft 1/4
Miller Genuine draft 1/2
$26.99+
$36.99+
$25.99+
$45.99+
$25.99+
$47.00+
$25.99+
$45.99+
Wines and Liqours
237 White Street
We Deliver! 525-2221
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Women's Soccer
9/17 Trinity 5, WNEC 0
WNEC (0-1)
Trinity (1-1-0)
0 0 - 0
3 2 - 5
Goals: Strickland,
Macaro, Hewitt, Roy,
Thayer.
Men's Soccer
9/19 Trinity 3, Nichols 0
Nichols (3-4) 0 0 - 0
Trinity (2-0) 2 1 - 3
Goals: T-McCabe, Alegi,
Cormier. Saves:N-Ken
O'Brien, 13; T-Zoltowski,
2.
Field Hockey
[9/19 Trinity 4, Southern 0
Southern (0-1-1) 0 0 - 0
Trinity (2-0) 3 1 - 4
[Goals: T-Pattison (2),
IDavison, Jones. SavesrS-
1 Julie Hevens; T-van der
Does, 9.
Men's Soccer
New England Div. Ill
Poll as of Sept. 18
Team Record Pts
1. Salem St 2-1 48
2. Babson 3-0 45
3. Western Conn 6-1 36
tie Williams 0-0-1 36
5. Brandeis 4-2 27
6. Colby 2-0 24
7. Johnson St 4-1-1 22
8. Wesleyan 1-0 11
9. Trinity 1-0 10
10. Tufts 2-0 8
Intramural Football Standings
Team
Jonesmen
GodsofAXP
Hornets
Jarvis Boys
W-L-T
1-0
1-0
1-0
0-0-1
CP's Bomb Squad 0-0-1
Mack Daddies 0-0
Pledges 0-1
Rubber Duckies 0-1
Sigma Nu 0-1
PF
21
39
12
12
12
0
6
19
2
Cross Country
The following are results from the Williams Invitational Cross Country
Meet.
MEN , '
7?"Mazm°n j ! 8$
'i_j-pjt?acn J i Aj'j
.DiTreta 35:34
im finished 13th out
WOMEN
mmmons
?mmers
IQ^f.Mulready
125.Barnhart 25
(Team finished 7th out of 17)
PA
2
19
6
12
12
0
12
39
21
Football
EC AC New England Div. Ill
Poll as of Sept. 18
Team Record Pts
1. Plymouth St 2-0 220
2. Lowell 2-0 196
3. WPI 2-0 170
4. Williams 0-0 146
5. Maine Maritime 2-0 101
tie Nichols 2-0 101
7. Trinity 0-0 86
8. Bridgewater St 1-1 65
9. Coast Guard 1-1 56
10. Tufts 0-0 39
11. Bentley 1-0 33
12. Amherst 0-0 24
13. Curry 1-1 8
14. Mass Maritime 1-1 7
15. UMass-Boston 1-1 6
This Week in
Bantam Sports
Congrats to All The Bantam Winners!!!
Tue.
Thu.
Sat.
Sat-
Sun.
Mon.
Tennis vs. UConn
Water Polo vs. WPI
Field Hockey @ Elms Coll
JV M Soccer vs. Yale
Volleyball vs. Amherst
M Soccer vs. WPI
W Soccer vs. Conn Coll
Tennis vs. Wellesley
Field Hockey vs. Mt Holyke
Cross Country @ Amherst
Football vs. Bowdoin
Water Polo @ Wesleyan
JV Football vs. WPI
3:00
TBA
3:30
3:30
10:00
11:00
11:00
11:00
11:00
11:00
1:30
TBA
3:30
Athlete of
Me Week
The College View's Athlete
of the Week is
Louise van der Does'91,
who set a new Trinity record
with her 443rd career save
on route to her 30th win and
1.4th shutout in Sat.'s 6-0
field hockey win over Tufts.
The View Specials
Come to The View for Dinner!
Pitchers of Busch are only $3
when you order a meal between
6 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Monday Night Football
Free pizza and. $3 pitchers of
Mil's Best from kickoff to ending
Sunday Night - Pitchers of
Milwaukee's Best are onlt $3
between 9 p.m. and closing
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Undefeated Field
Hockey Takes Two
Loise Van Der Does breaks school rccortl lor most saves
By MARKTENEROWICZ
i' Writer
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In a 4843 rout...
The field hockey team, displaying a sea-
soned defense, a potent offense, ami clutch
goaltending upped their record to 4-0 with
three impressive victories over Southern
Connecticut (4-0), Tufts (6-0) and Bates (4-
1). In their home opener Wednesday, the
Bantams struck early and often in the first half
and weathered a second half lull to defeat
Southern. Just three minutes into a first half
dominated territorially and statistically by
Trinity, Courtney Pattison collected a free hit
by Robin Cook '91 and drilled the ball past the
Southern goalie. Pattison, the consummate
finisher, gave the Bantams a two goal lead off
an assist from Braxton Jones with twenty-five
minutes to play in the half. The Bantams went
into halftime with a 3-0 lead after back Tina-
beth Passaro set up a tip-in by Lindsey
Davidson-her first collegiate goal.
In the second half, Trinity's offense
stalled; they did not record a shot in the first
seventeen minutes. During this lull, the win
was preserved by the Bantam defense. Sen-
iors Tinabeth Passaro, Paula Murphy, Syndey
Brown, and Robin Cook turned aside repeated
attacks by Southern's offense. On the few
occasions when Southern was able to get
beyond the defense and into the circle, goal-
keeper Louise Van der Does '91 was unbeat-
able. At 29:00, Van der Does turned aside a
point blank drive to keep Southern scoreless.
Then, at 24:01, Van der Does made four
diving, twisting, turninj* saves in a row and
ended tip lyiiiji on top of the hall in the circle
an infraction which incurs a penalty stroke.
Southern's Zinsov UitU a hard, waste high
flick to a spot one inch of flic loft jntsi and Van
der Does, diving to tier right, was able to gel
a enough oilier glove nit the shot uulefleet the
ball off the post and 0111. Btittyeti hy this
incredible save, Tunny's nltense got 01) track
and sealed the victory when, with 12:42
remaining, Junes rocketed a drive into the
lower right coiner.
In Saturday's game against rival Tufts
University, despite the totiential downpour,
Trinity dominated every aspect of the game in
route "to a M.) victory, Yet again, the goals
came early and often us Htaxtuti Jdiic scored
two goals and C'ooie .Stetson scored once to
give the Bantams a 3-0 lead at the half. Unlike
Wednesday's game however. Trinity never
gave the Jumbos a chance as I ,ex i R ice scored
at 32:50 and 32:15 ami Mat got Ring tapped in
a rebound off of Stetson's drive at 10:11.
This game will must likely be remem-
bered as 'establishment of a new Trinity
goalkeeping record. Upon recording her
seventh of eight saves. Van der Does broke
the career saves record of 442 set by Pam
Ingersoll in the Fall of 19X6. After tier victory
over Bales Sunday. Van der Does has 44K
career saves and in well on her way to .setting
a record that may last for some time.
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Bantam Football Spanks Colby's Mules
M By CHRIS BROWN
Sports Information Director
Trinity's dominating defense
bullied a young Colby offense into
eight turnovers including two
fumble recoveries fortouchdowns
as the Bantams opened the 1990
season with a 48-13 victory over
the White Mules. Co-captain Andy
Wilson sparked the Bantams with
two pass interceptions and a
fumble recovery for a touchdown.
Colby, who was missing 14 start-
ers due to a school suspension,
was simply out-numbered, out-
muscled, and out-skilled by an
experienced Bantam squad.
Trinity built a 21-0 lead in the
first half on two rushing touch-
downs by fullbackKevinRisCassi
and split-end Mike Davis. While
theBantams' offense struggled to
keep a stubborn Mule pass rush
out of the face of quarterback
James Lane in the first half,
Trinity's defense proved to be
explosive. Wilson, who was
named NESCAC Defensive
Player of the Week, set up the first
Bantam touchdown when he
picked off a Jeff Ward pass at the
Colby 35 yard line and returned it
to the 15. RisCassi, who gained 74
yards on 17 carries, went in for
the score four plays later as he
rolled into the end zone around
the right side. Ted O'Connor's
PAT struck the right upright and
rebounded straight down.
With less than five minutes
to go before halftime, junior de-
fensive end Mike McHugh blind-
sided the Colby quarterback, caus-
ing a fumble which the Bantams
recovered. With 2:51 left in the
half, RisCassi powered his way in
from the one yard line to give
Trinity a 12-0 lead. That was in-
creased to 14-0 when Lane hit
Steve Redgate in the end zone for
the two point conversion. On the
next Colby drive, Trinity DE Tad
Hazelton grabbed an interception.
Lane put the Bants on top 20-0
when he hit Davis for the score
with 1:12 remaining in the half.
O'Conner's PAT made it 21 -0.
In the second half, Colby's
run-and-shoot offense proved to
be ineffective against the Ban-
tams' rush-and-sack defense. The
Bants recovered a fumble in the
end zone and got the PAT to in-
crease their lead to 28-0. Less
than two minutes later, and under
three minutes into the half, Wilson
recovered another loose ball for
another score.
Colby's Len Baker, a two-
way starter, made sure his team
was not held scoreless when he
motored 68 yards for the Mules'
first points of the game. With
1:51 remaining in the third quar-
ter, Colby's quarterback scored
on a two yard keeper around the
left side. The two point conver-
sion attempt failed and Trinity led
35-13.
With the lead down to 22
points, Lane, who finished the
day with eight completions on 14
passes and a total of 169 yards
•through the air, came back into
the game to engineer an 11-play
drive which was capped by Lane
firing a 12 yard touchdown pass
to Davis. O'Conner's PAT made
the route official as the Bantams
led Colby 42-13 with 11:47 re-
maining in the game. In the clos-
ing minutes of the game sopho-
more, quarterback Paul Broderick
closed the scoring in the game
when he took the ball in from one
yard out on a quarterback sneak
with 2:3K left in the game.
Trinity will host Bowiloin this
Saturday at 1:30. Bowdoin de-
feated Mkkilebury this week 21-
1').
BANTAM
BRIEFS
Men's Soccer Still Undefeated
Women's Soccer Routs WNFiC
• Can Anyone Beat the A*s?
»The Squash Courts Are
Almost Done
